
Table 1

FIVE PHASES OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOP ENT (ISD)

PHASE I

ANALYZE

THE MS P SES ARE

Inputs, processes, and outputs in Phase I are all based on job information. An inventory of job
tasks is compiled and divided into two groups: tasks not selected for instruction and tasks
selected for instruction. Performance standards for tasks selected for instruction are determined
by interview or observation at job sites and verified by subject matter experts. The analysis of
existing course documentation is done to determine if all or portions of the analysis phase and
other phases have already been done by someone else following the ISD guidelines. As a final
analysis phase step, the list if tasks selected for instruction is analyzed for the most suitable
instructional setting for each :ask.

Beginning with Phase II, the ISD model is concerned with designing instruction using the job
PHASE II analysis information from Phase I. The first step is the conversion of each task selected for

training into a terminal !earning objective. Each terminal learning objective is then analyzed to
DESIGN determine learning objectives and learning steps necessary for mastery of the terminal learning

-obiective Tests are designed to match the learning objectives. A sample of students is tested to
Insure that their entry behaviors match the level of learnino analysis. Finally, a sequence of
instruction is designed for the learning objectives.

PHASE III

DEVELOP

The instructional development phase begins with the classification of learning objectives by
learning category so as to laehtify learning guidelines necessary for optimum learning to take
place. Deterrnieing how instruction is to be packaged and presented to the student is
accomplished through a media selection process which takes into account such factors as
learning category and guideline, media characteristics, training setting criteria_ and costs.
Instructional management plans are developed to allocate and manage all resources for
conducting instruction Instructional materials are selected or developed and tried out When
materials have been validated on the basis of empirical data obtained from groups of typical
students, the course is ready for implementation.

Staff training is required for the implementation of the instructional management plan and the
PHASE IV instruction. Some key personnel must be trained to be managers in the specified management

IMPLEMENT plan. The instructional staff must be trained to conduct the instruction and collect evaluative
data on all of the instructional components. At the completion of each instructional cycle,
management staff should be able to Ese the collected information to improve the instructional
system

PHASE V

CONTROL

Evaluation and revision of Instruction are carried out by personnel who preferably are neither
the instructional designers nor the managers of the course under study. The first activity
(internal evaluation) is the analysis of learner performance in the course to determine instances
of deficient or irrelevant instruction. The evaluation team then suggests solutions for the
problems. In the external evaluation, personnel assess job task performance on the job to
determine the actual performance of course graduates and other lob incumbents. All collected
data, internal and external. can be used as quality control on instruction and as input to any
phase of the system for revision.
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Job Aids are intended to stand-alone, cc Procedural guide_we n tri permit you to tum otn quality instructional products quit:and easily. also hone that t-.111:
v1(.-onen re levels of the instructional systems development process.

Joh Aids are intendd to address real needs. I' for to the development of inJob Aids, instructional technology personnel (individuals like yourself) at theU.S. Army Signal Center and the U.S. Army Engineer School were surveyed todetermine specific ISD needsthose areas in which they had the greatest need forassistance and infonmation. Emphasis was placed on satisfying these needs in thedevelopment of the Job Aids.

Job use the same classification system for identifying the activities thatmust he performed in instructicyhal .5stenis development ii =DI as doesTRADOC Pamphlet 350.30 (Inters=ervice. Procedures for Instructional SystemsDevelopment),

WHAT is THE CLASSIFICATION S -"STEM
PAMPHLET '50-30 AND J06 -)S?

TRA DOC

TRADOC F.imphlet 350-30 suggests that instructional systett s development he cducted in five phases:

Analyze
Design

Develop

Implement
Control

For those of you who are unfamiliar with TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30 we suggestyou read the brief description of each phase of the ISD process as shown inTable 1. In the TRADOC Pamphlet each phase is divided into specificactivities called ISD blocks. Table 2 shows these ISD blocks and Table 3 showsthe outcome of eilch block.

Job Aids cover the actil.,itie -equired for the first three phases of theTRADOC Pamphlet (i.e., Analyze, Design. and Develop instructional systems).The Aids cover each ISD block within these phases except for ISD Block I.1.Analyze Job.



Table 1

FIVE PHASES OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT (ISD)

THE FIVE P SIM ARE

Inputs, processes, and outputs in Phase I are all based on job information. An inventory of job
tasks is compiled and divided into two groups: tasks not selected for instruction and tasks

PHASE I selected for instruction. Performance standards for tasks selected for instruction are determined
by interview or observation at job sites and verified by subject matter experts. The analysis ofANALYZE existing course documentation is done to determine if all or portions of the analysis phase and
other phases have already been done by someone else following the ISD guidelines. As a final
analysis phase step, the list if tasks selected for instruction is analyzed for the most suitable
instructional setting for each :ask.

Beginning with Phase II, the ISD model is concerned with designing instruction using the lob
PHASE II analysis information from Phase I. The first step is the conversion of each task selected for

training into a terminal !earning objective. Each terminal learning objective is then analyzed to
DESIGNdetermine teaming objectives and learning steps necessary for mastery of the terminal learning
objective Tests are designed to match the learning objectives. A sample of students is tested to
insure that their entry behaviors match the level of learninn analysis. Finally, a sequence of
instruction is designed for the learning dbiectieeS.

The instructional development phis, begins with the classification of learning objectives by
learning category so as to identify learning guidelines necessary for optimum learning to take

PHASE III place. Delerrn.r.,hg how instruction is to be packaged and presented to the student is
accomplished through a media selection process which takes into account such factors as

DEVELOPlearning category and guideline, media characteristics, training setting criteria_ and costs.
Instructional management plans are developed to allocate and manage all resources for
conducting instruction: Instructional materials are selected or developed and tried out When
materials have been validated on the basis of empirical data obtained from groups of typical
students, the course is ready for implementation.

PHASE IV

IMPLEMENT

PHASE V

CONTROL

Staff training is required for the implementation of the instructional management plan and the
instruction. Some key personnel must be trained to be managers in the specified management
plan. The instructional staff must be trained to conduct the instruction and collect evaluative
data on all of the instructional components. At the completion of each instructional cycle,
management staff should be able to Lse the collected information to improve the instructional
system

Evaluation and revision of instruction are carried out by personnel who preferably are neither
the instructional designers nor the managers of the course under study. The first activity
(internal evaluation) is the analysis of learner performance in the course to determine instances
of deficient or irrelevant instruction. The evaluation team then suggests solutions for the
problems. In the external evaluation, personnel assess job task performance on the job to
determine the actual performance of course graduates and other job incumbents. All collected
data, internal and external. can be used as quality control on instruction and as input to any
phase of the system for revision.
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PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

Table 2

ISO BLOCKS IN EACH OF THE FIVE ISD PHASES

THE B IN E P E ARE

A YZE
I 2
SELECT
TASKS.
FUNCTIONS

II.I
DEVELOP
OBJECTIVES

E.2
DEVELOP
TESTS

I.3
CONSTRUCT

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

TI 3
DESCRIBE
ENTRY
BEHAVIOR

1 4 1.5
ANALYZE SELECT
EXISTING F INSTRUCTIONAL

&
COURSES SETTING

II 4

S

DETERMINE

STRUCTURE

SPECIFY
LEARNING
EVENTS/
ACTIVITIES

.2
SPECIFY
INSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
PLAN &
DELIVERY
SYSTEM

re 3
REV IEw/SE LECT
EXISTING
MATERIALS

and
DEVELOP
INSTRUCTION

7

IMPLEMENT
INSTRUCTIONAL
MANAGEMENT
PLAN

2

CONDUCT
INSTRUCTION

r I If 2

INTERNAL
10), CONDUCT

ExTERN:.L
CONDUCT

EVALUATION EVALUATION

In 5
VALIDATE
INSTRUCTION



Table 3

OUTCOMES OF ISD BLOCKS

THE OUTCOMES OF TH BLOCKS ARE
, a list of tasks performed in a particular job

1. a list of tasks selected for trainirg.

a job performance measure for each task selected for instruction,

an analysis of the job analysis, task selection, and performance measure
construction for any existing instruction to de:ermine if the courses are
usable in whole or in part.

.5 . selection of the instructional setting for task selected for instruction

a learning objert,ve for and a learning analysis of each task selected for
instruction.

II
.2. test items to measure each learning objective,

. a test of e :ry behaviors to see if the original assumptions Were correct.

, the sequencing of all dependent tasks.

.1 ... the classification of learning objectives by learning category and the
identification of appropriate learning guidelines.

.2. the media selections for instructional development and the instructional
management plan for conducting the instruction.

II ;3... the analysis of packages of any existing instruction that meets the given
learning objectives.

.4 the development or instruction for all learning objectives where existing
materials are not available.

IV

V

.1

field Tested and revised instructional materials.

documents containing information on time, space, student and instructional
resources, and staff trained to conduc?: the instruction.

.2... a completed cycle of instructioo with information needed to improve it for
the succeeding cycle,

data on instructional effectiveness.

.2 . data on job performance in the field.

.3 instructional system revised on basis of empir Ica! ciata.



WHAT SOURCES OF INFORMATION WERE USED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF JOB AIDS?

* Job Aids are not just a re-hash of TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30. We use the
same classification system for ISD phases and the blocks within the phases
as does the TRADOC Pamphlet. However, the guidance and information provided
in the Job Aids come from a variety of sources, the TRADOC Pamphlet being
only one such source. We have gathered information from any source that we
could locate. If the information was judged to be good it was included in the
Job Aids. In some instances the information in the Job Aid is based solely on the
educational technology experience of the project sta=ff.

It is not within the scope of this Introduction to list all sources of information
examined or used in the development of the Job Aids. However, in addition
to TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30 examples of other sources of information would
include the following types:

TRADOC Circulars

DA Pamphlets

Printed Guidance prepared by TRADOC Schools le.g. U.S. Army
Signal Center)

Army Research Institute Documents

HumRRO publications

Other military and civilian agencies

5



WHAT JOB AIDS ARE PRESENTLY AVAILABLE AND WHAT DO
THEY CONSIST OF?

There are thirteen Job Aids presently available. Each Job Aid is comprised
of two documents. A brief description of each is pri.dded below: (A
complete description of how to use each is Oven on the pages that follow.)

Descri five Authorin Flowcharts. The Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts
referred Flowchart Manuals) are the primary documents used in the
Job Aids. They direct the user to specific gdidance, examples and references
provided in the Job Aid Manuals.

Job Aid Manuals. As stated above, the Job Aid Manuals provide the specific
guidance, examples and references necessary to produce the product specified
by the ISD Block they cover. In addition, each Job Aid Manual contains one
or more Worksheets to use in the development of the product.

Another important part of the Job Aids package is of course the document
you are presently reading, Introduction to the Use of Job Aids and Job
Aid Resource Manual.

I ;e specific Job Aids available axe: (Flowchart and Job Aids Manual
for each).

Job Aid for Selecting Tasks for Training (ISD 1.2)

Job Aid for Conducting Task Analysis (ISD 1.3)

Job Aid for Analyzing Existing Courses (ISD 1.4)

Job Aid for Selecting Instructional Settings (ISD I_b)

Job Aid for Developing Objectives (ISD II.1)

Job Aid for Developing Tests (ISD 11.2)

Job Aid for Describing Entry Behavior (ISD 11.3)

Job Aid for Determining Sequence and Structure (ISD 11.4)

Job Aid for Specifying Learning Events and Activities (ISD III.1)

Job Aid for Specifying Instructional Management Plan and Delivery,
System (ISD 111.2)

Job Aid for Review and Selection of Existing Materials (ISD 111.3)

Job Aid for Developing Instruction (ISD 111.4)

Job Aid for Validating Instruction (ISD 111.5)



WHAT ARE THE MAIN PARTS OF THE FLOWCHART MANUAL?

-Scan through a few pages of your Flowchart Manual. Observe the following:

Flowchart symbols used

Instructions or questions within the flowchart symbols
Supplemental information opposite most of the flowchart symbols
Flowchart block and page numbering system

For a complete description of each of the main parts of the Flowchart Manual
see the pages that follow.

7



WHAT FLOWCHART SYMBOLS ARE USED TN THE FLOWCHART MANUAL?

Flowchart Symbols

Only five symbols are used in the Flowchart Manual. These symbols and the
instructions within them act as a road map to lead you step-by-step through
the process of developing your particular product. We believe that after you
have gotten used to using the Flcwchart. Manual you will find it a very useful
control document. The five symbols used are as follows:

Start-Stop Symbol Indicates either the start or stop
of the activities called for in the
Flowchart Manual.

Decision Symbol

Manual Symbol

Indicates that you must make a
decision at this point which will
determine the path that you take
thru the Flowchait Manual.

Indicates that you ara to refer to
the Job Aid Manual for specific
additional guidance or instruction
shown in the symbol.

Rec ngle Symbol Indicates an activity that must be
performed but does not require
specific additional guidance or
instruction in the Job Aid Manual.
(In some cases the user is given
the option of going to the Job
Aid Manual to see a completed
example of the activity called for
in the rectangle symbol).

Go To Symbol Indicates a branch to some other
flowchart block. The branch will
either be to a previously encountered
block or will jump you over blocks
that can be omitted.



WHAT INSTRUCTION IS PROVIDED THIN THE FLOWCHART
SYMBOLS?

* Each flowchart symbol except the Decision# Symbol contains a brief statementof the activity that you are to perform. If this activity requiaeA the completionof part of a Worksheet the specific part of the Worksheet will be identified(remember, each Job Aid includes one or more Worksheets). Decision blocksalways contain a question that can be answered with a yes or no answer. Thebranch you take after the decision block will depend upon your answer.



Wf AT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL IN FORMATION
PROVIDED IN THE FLOWCHART MANUAL?

The supplemental information that is located beside most of the flowchart symbols
serves the following purposes:

Provides a more complete description of the steps or activities that must be
performed in the ISD Block you are working in than does the flowchart itself.

Refers you to specific pages within the Job Aid Manual for specific guidance,
examples and references needed for completing the activity called for in the
flowchart block. (This is associated with the Manua! symbol.)

For some flowchart blocks (rectangle symbol) examples of the completed activity
are shown in the Job Aid Manual. The supplemental information indicates the
specific page in the Job Aid Manual containing the example. However, the user
has the option of going to the Job Aid Manual to see the example. (The Manual
symbol, on the other hand, requires the user to go to the Job Aid Manual.)

Acts as an executive summary which will allow commanders and supervisors to
obtain a picture of the activities required by the Job Aid without reading the
entire Job Aid Manual.

WHAT TS THE FLOWCHART BLOCK AND PAGE NUMBERING SYSTEM?

The flowchart block and page numbering system is as follows:

Flowchart blocks are numbered so that they can be easily referred to.

The page numbers in each of the 13 Flowchart Manuals are preceded by an
identifying letter unique to a specific ISD Block. (E.g., The Flowchart Manual
pages for ISD Block 1.2 go from A-1 to A-15 whereas for ISD Block 1.3 the
Flowchart Manual pages go from 9-1 to B-15.) This same page numbering system
is also used in the Job Aid Manuals.



HOW DO I USE THE JOS AID MANUAL AND WHAT ARE THE
MAIN PARTS OF IT?

It is unlikely that you will need to refer to every page in the Job Aid Manual.
As previously stated, the Job Aid Manuals are used as supplements to the Flow.
chart Manuals that direct you to specific pages within the Job Aid Manuals.
Therefore, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE THE JOB AID MANUALS INDEPENDENTLY
OF THE FLOWCHART MANUALS.

Scan through a few pages of your Job Aid Manual. Observe the following:

Partial flowcharts shown at the top of pages

Questions written in script that appear on most pages

Comple ed or partially completed examples of Worksheets

WHAT 7S THE PURPOSE OF THE PARTIAL FLOWCHARTS AT T lE
TOP OF SOME PAGES OF THE JOB AID MANUAL?

When you are referred to the Job Aid Manual you will find a partial flowchart atthe top of the Job Aid Manual page. You are to remain working with therJob
Aid Manual until ou come to another +artial flowchart. Then return to the
Flowchart

The partial flowcharts are identical to those shown in the Flowchart Manual.
They serve as an additional reminder of the activity being dealt with at the
moment.

11



WHAT I THE PURPOSE OF THE QUESTIONS WRITTEN IN SCRIPT
THAT APPEAR ON SOME PAGES OF THE JOB AID MANUAL?

The questions written in script are our way of telling you what follows. They
highlight such things as:

The purpose of performing a certain ac

How the activity is performed

What sources are available for performing the activity and how good they are

\ hat the Worksheet looks like after the activity is performed

y

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE COMPLETED OR PARTIALLY
COMPLETED EXAMPLES OF WORKSHEETS?

As previously stated, every Job Aid Manual uses one or more Worksheets
(located in a pocket at the back of the Manual). the worksheets permit you to
produce (and document) the product called for in the ISD Block.

Whenever you are required to make an entry on a Worksheet an example of that
type of entry will be shown in the Job Aid Manual and will usually be circled so
as to make it stand out. It is hoped that these examples will give you a clear idea
of what is required on the Worksheet.

9 ,D



WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN AND WHAT DO I VO NOW?

In this Introduction we have attempted to explain the !olio ng:

What Job Aids are

The classification system (ISD Phases and Blocks) used in the. Job Aids

Soces of information used

Job Aids presently available

A description of Flowchart Mar

A description of Job Aid Manuals

the development of Job Aids

If you feel that you have an adequate understanding of the above, r etu n to theFlowchart Manual now. You will be referred to sporifie pages in the ResourceManual (the remainder of this document) as you need the information containedin them. Do not attempt to read the Resource Manual now.

RETURN TO THE FLOWCHART MANUAL NOW



JOB AIDS RESOURCE MANUAL



HOW CAN THE URCE HELP ME?

The purpose of thisresource manual is to assist you in theformation of a data-based system for decision making in the Analysis Phase of the Instructional SystemsDevelopment (ISD). In order to make logical and objective decisions based on conditionsand needs in the field, you must collect, organize, analyze, and document job significantdata (information). Such data includes many specifics under the broad categories ofjob background data, target population data, and critical task data. The specificationsof specific data requirements and sources of this data should be part of the overallJob Analysis Plan.

16



There are many sources of ds,ta to support a Jo

These sources include su h thin 7s

O Technical Manuals

Field Manuals

Army Regulations

Circulars and Phamplets

O RroE:_s of Instruction

0 Soldier's IVIantz_-_13

Previous Task Lists

Docura en tau

Reports from outside agencies, i.e., --y Research institute, HumRRO,
and other military and civilian research orga ,eitiens

O Internal Research Reports

0 Tables of Organizati-. quipment arid Tables of Di.tribu
Allowances

O Civilian Publications (technical joy is and orofes,sional publications)

Equipment Modification Work Ordc

CODAP (Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs)

O Field Surveys

Panels of Experts

WHICH SOURCES OF -DATA ARE INCLUDED IN THE RESOURCE
MANUAL

Each of the sources listed is useful for fulfilling specific nes is the Analysis Phase
ISD. The Job Analysis Plan should specify exactly which items of data will be needed

and the recommended source(s) for each item In this way all the data can be accessed and
ready for use as soon as it is needed. The last three sources on the list, COTJAP, Field
Surveys, and Consensus Groups or Panels, are frequently cited in the Job Aids for
specific items of information. How to use these sources is the subject of this manual.

ra.
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iEN SHOD LD

data has already been prep:trod b CODA? ib should he used in preferenceto school conducted surveys in order to prevent c duplication of effort. CODA? has thecapabihty of supplying ail your data needs. It is the responsibility of each Army serviceschool to initially provide the Army Occupational Survey Program with the input it musthave to supply your job analysis needs, and also to develop a job analysis plan whichallows sufficient time to access the necessary data.
Of icular use in job analysis are Group Summary Reports. The Jobsuggest that You obtain these reports for documenting such information tasksperformed in each duty position (ask for GPSUM6 report for your MOS), and percentam.-of soldiers in the skill level performing each task (ask for GPSUNI 2).4' Given sufficientlead time CODAP can also make up special reports to provide -r:qin7s on tar*.facors such to ounz,,:queTIcas of inadequate performance, and proba-bility of emergency performance (ask for FACSUI'd report)

V REPORTS OBT:,TNEV::'

In order to obtain CODA? data you should first check with your supervisor to see ifthe information you need has already been accessed, If it has not, write to:
Commander
US Army Militar,. personnel Center
ATTN: DAPC.MSP-D
2641 Eisenhower Avenue
Ale:itandria, VA 22311

call:

9272/9493 (AUTOVON 27.1=92

Allow at least three weeks for the reports to arrive at your school. The necessarylead time could be much longer if you are requesting special information which CODAPhas not yet collected. It Ls recommended that you obtain the two official guides from1\11LPERCEN: the US Army Occupational Data Bank, and the US Army Occupational Survey Program.

*Keep in mind that these pereenta .. are hwied on the pen_ conditions Iri svfbeh idiers rpresently being surveyed. Adiastrnenis should be made for tear; aL La2=is.
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Ty: of Quastionnaims

There are two types of questionnaires, the closed faiin and the open form, We
gest using the closeAd form, which contains a list of possible items to he selected or

blanks to be fillec, .1 with words or numbers. For an example of a closed form clues-
nonnaue. see Appendix A.) Tills form has several advantages over the other item-at:ye,
the open form. It is likely to take a minimum amount o time to fill out, thus increasing
the chances that it will be completed and returned. The process of tabulating and sum-

- -.zing responses is simpler and less time consuming than with an open form questionnaire,
Machine tabulation and computer analysis of the completed forms are practical when a
ire number of questionnires

A properly designed closed form questionnaire is difficult to prepare. The designer
must be sure to include all possible r.,;i_onses expected from an of the soldiers who
will complete the questionnaire. The items must he constructed on the form so that
they clearly communicate to the user exactly what the designer is trying to ask. The
greatest single problem with research methods is improperly worded questionp3ires, as they
prtL.,11-,te faulty data, lf ii,id to esin clucstx,maiaLs :70
tflO lie following guides:

Nlorsh, JE and Archer, W.R, Procedural guide for conducting occupational
surveys in the United States Air Force (PRL-TR-67-11). Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas: Personnel Research Laboratory, Aerospace Medical
Division, Air Force Systems Command, September 1967.

Jacobs, T:O. Deueloping questionnaire items: how to do it welt Human
Resource.; Research Organization (HurnRRO), 300 North Washington Street,
loxandria, Virginia 22314,
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jOrniS YOU use will 5,z: d2tr;rcruned by:
l how you vtll tabulate and summarize resulti,
2. 1.-,-"riat Information yc,u wIsh t.Q collect.

ilow you will tabulate and -urnmanze results will be determined by \vheth..mi youhave available a computer and other automated data handling equipment ar2 by thenumber of people surveyed. To determine what information you wish to collect, Youshould consider the total data requirement for the training development proaes_s. Thasdata requirements should ba predetermined in the lob analysis plan se as much infor-mation as possible can bu obtainsd in a single questionnaire survey effori..
Ui caution about desim of your questionnaire is that you should la?ii'pthe questionnaire as short ai=, p-actical. In qeneral, the forms should be de,ArT.m.,iil tlievcan be completed twc 1-:ours or less. Ole way you can save time on a complextwit inventory is to list all ta_ALT; under their appropriate duty position title, Thissvu permit the soldier to rapidly scan gouns of tasli.s not performed and then pro-ceed to the next duty position.

WHAT TYPE OF INSTPUCTIO FCR COMPLETING AND
ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRES SHOULD BE PREPARED?

After the formal field survey questionnaires have been wTitten, the instructions forcompleting and administering the questionnaires should be prepared. These instructionsshould include:

Cor the user an introduction explaining the purpose and
Importance of participating in the field survey.
general instructions explaining how the questionnaireis to be completed.

For the pro,ect officer

questionnaire is
self.ad ministered I

genera] instructions regarding responsibilities.

specific instructions for administering the cluestionnaire in a controlled environment.
For examples of these types of instructions, see Appendix B.



Yr L. ar L' 7.0 rta:,,,ti V to ornan::azion ad md icivais ki provide you with thu
au-ad job t.! rn P Ht' MO* trie avzinhbili. and quality of published
sources of job information, and :h. er cf -people in the particular job will determine
now much anti what kinds of information vou need to collect, This will strongly
unfluence the make-up and size of your sample, If the comple2fity and amount of required
data are grear, the number of organ.oations and individuals interviewed will increa_se. As
a general rale, yaw- survey sample should be as large as possible. This is particularly true
af you do not have personnel available with the responsibility and authorit c assure that
most of your questionnaires will be completed. You should make an attemi_ .o obtain a
sample that represents the distribution of individuals in the MOS according `,0 command
grid levrd 'tad cv: of nr,ntrInnel rgenrris, either
your lob analysis tim.ne . or your field representatives -ivrio will con t. the survey will be

to ob:ain data upon ::-hich to base choices for your survey,

In for sampling you should friileQt units that:

1. nave at least a small number of iob holders and supervisors who do the
Particular job to be analyzed. Preferably, you should choose come units

largu
l.ngt nave smai: Fl 1-1

numbers.

2. 711-2, 7iiltio7aphically and envircinmentall r,T7ireseintative.

,-4ecting INDIVIDUALS within the units, you should select a group made an
of individuals who:.

1. perform and supervise the job being analyzed

2. perform with average satisfactory proficiency

are representative in terms of length of tune an the job

4, are representative in terms of training.

For certain types of information you will also want to choose at least a few job holders or
subervisors who axe acknowledged experts at the ion,
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ONDUCT

Trial Run

Before send; out number of questionnaires you intend using, you may
to send out a small number. This will permit you to check the initial results and

possibly make some charges in your questionnaires or instructions. Then you will
out what you hope will be the totzl number of questionnaires requirad.

Group Acln

tar ideai way co a-Jiminister onnau-:,--, is goup admi_ Where the
In cal r-s onsible official and his assistants schale the administration he mould do
the follo-,-,-inr-%

Make certain that only eligible individuals are sect d iii tl e c rninistr.-tion area
Read the administrative instructions

TI 1

Return the completed questionnaires to the school

a Individual Administration

Often, particularly with individuals at remote stations, group administration is
impractical. In these cases, it is sometimes effective to send the questionnaires to a
responsible officer and request that they be returned by a reasonable suspense date.
Careful attention should be paid to the instructions for administration or self-
administration. If your command has no authority to require that a suspense date
be met, then you must either obtain the concurrerce of a command with that
authority, or be willing to accept a reduced percentage return.

Return of Questionnaires

How much confidence can you have in the validity of your questionnaire if you
get less than a 100 percent return? Less and less confide, ice can be expected with each
reduction in the percentage returned. What can you do if you are not satisfied with the
percentage of returns of the questionnaires? We suggest you '-7y the following:

1) Send out more forms to different people aile hope for better results,
2) Recontact some of the first sample and try to encourage them to return

the questionnaires.

3) Visit a random sample of those who did no d and compare their
forced responses with the voluntary responses, Then you and your super-
visors will have to decide how much chance you are willing to take that
the data you have received presents a sufficiently accurate picture of the
job as it really exists.

26
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WHAT 7_ OF

-net hod a r4-:oup of penonnel, selectee for their ennerience and linos., tt
of the ]o >, branqht togethe i.. to confer about the required job analysis data. Panels may

made up of one or more of the following types of members:
Subject flatter Experts S.

These are personnel found at your school who are acknov,leo. ,x .parts
in the tasks, duty positions or MOS you are imalyzing. They may be
found among instructors or 'sr) personnel who hold the MOS. S
may or may not have had recent field eNiparience.

2) Job incumbents

This Toup includes tho,e pras-ently holt:trig tlia joips n.
the tasks/ you are interested in, or who have recently held the jobs.
more recent the better. More than three years away from the field would
disqualify a potential panel member.

cr '-ors

This group includes those who are presently or have recently
past three years) supervised soldice-s in the jobs/tasks you are in

in the
sted

Job incumbents and job sup,arvisors may be found on the post where your school is
located or at other locations. Check the TOEs and TOAs to find out where personnel
may be assigned. Wnile personne_ assiwied to your post are most conveniently assembled,
they may not be completely reqi;esentative of job incumoentsisupennsors serving in other
locations. Also, they probiy have been he> v-dy burdened by school surveys, panels, etc.,
already due to their pro..iiniity to the school. Therefore, personnel from other locations
may have to he used,



CM-1EN A PANE]

Panels of experts are a ilood alternate source
CODAP is not available

time and funds are inadequzie for coniductin a field
the type of info nation required can be reliably provided by a sma

J& v 11(-7-

With this method, a group cif highly experienced personnel is brought together to:::.2ord and organi'ze the required job analysis data. This method is particularly useful incollecting job data on new jobs or on managerial and supervisory jobs where many ofthe most critical behaviors are not directly observable, Since the members of a panel ofSMEs are experts in the NIOS being analyzed, their collective effort should be decisionsabout the requirements of the job. In general, their iTreatst effectiveness is Ln evaluatingand making decisions about job data that have been collected from other sources byother means.

WHEN ARE RECENT JOB INCUMBENTS ND /OR SUPERVISORS USED?

With this method,a group of job incumbents, job superv-isors, or a combination ofthese, is brought together to provide information about their ji,bs The primary functionof this type of panel is to provide information about their jobs, not to make decis.3ns.Another name for this type of panel is Consensus Group.

HOW .) A PANEL ASSEMBLED

Ti e panel is a relatively inexpensive and easy approach to collecting data. Three toseven persons is the number recommended to make up the panel. Whenever possible, youwant panel members to be representative of different locations and types of units in thefield. While many experts may be available within your school it is critical that theirviews be balanced by those of persons serving presently or recently in the field. If all ofthe panel members come from schools, there may be a tendency for the outcome to reflectwhat exists in training rather than what actually exists on the job.
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JOB INVENTORY
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1 °Itch tasks yOu per lorm now It<

,2. A00 any talks you do now which are not listed

3 In the "Time Spent- Column, rate enacted I tasks on me nt in yo.- present MB.

Time Spent Safe
- VERY MUCH BELOW AVERAGE. 4 A5OuT AVERAGE

2 RE LOW AVERAGE 5 - SLIGHTLY AROVE AVERAGE
SLIGHTLY SELO* AVERAGE 6 - ABOVE AVERAGE

7 - VERY MUCH ABOVE_
AVERAGE
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CHECK IF TIME VENT
DONE IN DOING THESE
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JOS PRESENT J03

23. Mare Ills rifts or life OnNorwors

TASK THIT you PERFORM IS NOT LISTED AN
WRITE IT IN THE BLANK SPACES BELOW.

ENTIRE LIST.



Appendix B

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

FOR

CLOSED FORM QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Introduction (for user of questionnaire)

2. General Instructions (for User of questionnaire)

3. General Instructions (for project officer)

4. Specific Instructions for Administering Questionnaire
(for project officer when questionnaire is administered
in a controlled environment.
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TO: USER OF QUESTIONNAIRE

INTRODUCTION

TO THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER:

This questionnaire is part of a field survey designed to identify tasks for milii.ary
police training. Its specific purpose is to obtain from you, the Noncommissioned Officer,
information on task criticality and frequency of performance. Feedback gained from
this questionnaire will play a major part in redesigning the Noncommissioned Officer
Advanced Education System. The ultimate goal is to design training so that it reflects
what we have learned from you in the field. This goal is possible only with your full
cooperation. Consider each task listed in this questionnaire carefully and give-' your best
response. Your contribution is essential to a successful survey.



TO: USER OF QUESTIONNAIRE

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Complete this survey questionnaire within the time specified by your unit project
officer and return it to him upon completion.

Because instructions for completing each part of this survey questionnaire are
different, read all instructions carefully.

Part II requires that you supply biographical information. This information will be
used to correlate feedback received from the field. Print all answers in the spaces
provided on the appropriate survey questionnaire page,

4. In the upper right corner of each page of Part III, Task Inventory, of this survey
questionnaire is a BOOKLET NUMBER block. Immediately to the left of this
block is the individual booklet number. Print the individual booklet number in the
900KLET NUMBER block on each page of the Task Inventory as demonstrated in
the example.

EXAMPLE:

0345)

BOOKLET NUMBER

tt 1 2 in 5 5 7

0 1 2 8 9

1 2 4 6 7 8 9

Part III, Task Inventory, is divided into nine (9) separate sections (Sections I-IX).
The content of these sections concerns tasks you may perform in your present duty
assignment. You are asked to rate each task in accordance with three criteria -
frequency of task performance, immediacy of task performance, and importance of
task to mission success.

Base all selections or your experience in your present duty assignment.

a. Column A requires that you rate how often you perform each task on a scale
from one to four. The criterion for this rating-is the frequency of task per-
formance. Those tasks performed most frequently will normally be rated four
while those tasks not perforzied at all will be rated one.

4 r-r.ki 39



Column B requires that you determine how soon you must be capable of per
forming each task after reporting to your present duty assignment. The cri-
terion for this rating is the immediacy Of task nefformance, Of the four
possible responses, select the one most nearly describing your requirements.
Select response number four for those tasks which you must be capable of
performing immediately upon reporting for duty. Select response number one
for those tasks which you never perform.

Column C requires that you describe, in your opinion, how important each
task is to mission success. The criterion for this rating is the importance of
the task to the accomplishment of the unit mission. Those tasks that, in
your opinion, are most important to mission success will be rated four while
those tasks that you consider least important will be rated one.

After selecting, enter your responses for each task, using either a pen or pencil, in
the answer portion adjacent to the appropriate task statement as demonstrated in
the example.

EXAMPLE: The task PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE, U rated as performed
FREQUENTLY in Column A, identified as must be capable of performing
IMMEDIATELY in Column B, and determined by you to be MOST
IMPORTANT in Column C, would be entered in the answer portion, as
shown below.

PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE 1 2 3 4 4 1 2.
After each section of Pert III, Task Inventory, is a Write-In Section. These write-in
sections are provided in order that you may comment on each task inventory section,
or list any task(s) you think should be included in the Task Inventory. These sections
also allow you to comment on those tasks that you find are the most difficult for
you to perform.
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TO: PROJECT OFFICER

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROJECT OFFICER

General. The Military Police School is currently involved in redesigning basic
military police training to produce military policemen better equipped to perform
when they reach the unit. The emphasis is toward training replacements in tasks
actually being performed in the field. The questionnaires in this packet are designed
to identify those tasks,

The care with which vou, the project officer, administer the questionnaires will
determine the accuracy of field feedback and, consequently_ , the success or failure
of this project.

Packet Contents.

Questionnaire

h. Supervisor Questionnaire

c. Project Officer Instructions

d. Answer Sheets for Questionnaire

e. Pencils for use on answer sheets.

Responsibilities.

a. Co ander. The unit commander is requested to appoint a project officer
and to monitor administration of the survey.

b. Protect Officer. The project officer is responsible for the control and handling
of questionnaires, for the administration of the questionnaires, and for returning
completed and unused questionnaires to the Military Police School.

c. Questionnaire Administrator. The project officer may appoint someone to
administer the questionnaire, if necessary. Normally, however, it is recom-
mended that the project officer administer the questionnaire himself.

Abou he Questionnaires.

a. Questionnaire. This questionnaire is cesigned to identify tasks being perfo
by military policemen in the field and the frequency with which each task
is performed.

Supervisor Questionnaire. The supervisor questionnaire is programmed to pro-
vide feedback on task criticality, probability of defie'Int performance, and the
frequency with which each task is performed.
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Who Takes The nnaire. The project officer is responsible for selecting
individuals to take the questionnaires (respondents) within their units. Those
selected must meet the requirements listed below:

The questionnaire respondent must:
(1) Be in an M.P. duty assignment (actually performing M.P. duties)
(2) Have been on the job at least 90 days

The respondent to the Supervisor Questionnaire roust:
(1) Command or supervise M.P. personnel
(2) Have been in a command or supervisory position in the unit for 90 days.

(Assign questionnaires proportionately an-.ong officers and NCO 's.)

Questionnaire Administration.

a. Questionnaire. The questionnaire will be administered in a controlled environ-
ment. Persons participating M the survey will be allowed two hours to complete
the questionnaire and will turn the questionnaire and answer sheets in to the
questionnaire administrator pri to leaving the survey area. Individual question-
naires and their accompanying answer sheets will be kept together.
See attached item for the procedure to be followed in administering the
questionnaire.

b, Supervisor Questionnaire. Supervisors selected as respondents for this ques-
tionnaire will be allowed to sign for the questionnaire and take it with them.
They will complete the questionnaire and return it to the project officer within
a time frame he specifies. This time frame must be compatible with the
suspense date to the Military Police School.

Questionnaire Handling. Questionnaires and answer sheets become FOR OFFICIAL
USE ONLY when completed. For ease of accounting, each questionnaire and its
accompanying answer sheets are numbered. All questionnaires must be returned to
the Military Police School whether they are used or not. Instructions for returning
the questionnaires to the Military Police School are containcl in the basic letter_
If you have any problems or questions, contact (NOTE- Give name or names,
address, and telephone number).
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TO: PROJECT OFFICER ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRE IN A Ct NTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT

ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A-1. Preparation. A classroom or training room equipped with desks will provide the
most ideal site for administering the questionnaire. Questionnaires, answer sheets,
and two electrographic pencils should be issued to participants after everyone whois to take the questionnaire has arrived. This ensures that everyone starts together.

Instructions. The questionnaire administrator will present the following instructions.
a. "Is there anyone here who is not working in an M.P. duty position? Is there

anyone here who has not been assigned to their present duties at least 90 days?If so, please leave at this time."
b. "Will everyone at this time please read the first page in the questionnaire whichhas been issued to you."

(Note to the administrator: It must be emphasized that your enthusiasm for
this project or lack of it will be contagious. It is important that you demon-
strate a positive attitude to the participants. Allow time for the first page tobe read and underline the importance of the questionnaire with the following
statement.)

"I would like to stress the importance of this questionnaire. The Military
Police School wants to design training to fit the job in the field. You arethe or people who can tell them what they need to know. Please think
through each question and give your best answers."

c. "Turn to Part I, Biographical Information, and answer questions 1-13.
When you have finished, lay your pencil on the desk so I will know when
to proceed to the next step.

"Now read the instructions found in Part
(Note to the administrator: Allow reasonable time for every_one to finish before
moving to the next step.)

"Are there any questions?"

"As-you read in the instructions, there are nine answer sheets accompanying
your questionnaire. Take the answer sheets and number them one through
nine to correspond to the first nine sections in Part III of the questionnaire.If you do not have nine answer sheets, raise your hand-1 have extra ones.
Use a separate answer sheet for each section. Answer only the number of
questicins listed in each and move to the next section and answer sheet. It
is not necessary to write your name, rank, the date, or course at the topof the answer sheet. Also, disregard the blocks marked score, grade, extra
points, and social security number."



g.

"Because of the size of this survey, these answer sheets will be read by
machine. You must use the special pencils provided so that the machine can
read the answers. When marking your answer, take care to fill the vertical
rectangle outlining the letter as shown by the example on page 4 of the
instructions. Also, please be sure not to make any stray marks on the
answer sheets. Finally, do not fold the answer sheets.

"All answers must be based on your experience in this your present unit. Do
not call on experience in previous units. This means that if you do not per-
form a particular task in yo..z present unit, you must mark 'do not perform
this task' on your answer sheet."

h. "You may begin answering Part III. Remember Section ten, the written
section. When you finish answering all questions, insert your answer
sheets into the questionnaire and turn them in to me. You may leave
when you are finished. Are there any questions?"

A-3. Conclusion. After everyone has taken the questionnaire, ensure that all ques-
tionnaires and answer sheets are accounted for. Collect the pencils provided so
that they may be returned to the Military Police School along with the question-
naires and answer sheets.
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JOB AID FOR
SPEC EYING LEARNING EVENTS/ACTIVITIES

ISD 1111

Manual

This is the 9th in a series of LSD Joh Aids for use in instructional design anddevelopment. This volume is to he used as a supplement to the primary document," "Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD I11.1 Specify Learning Events/Activities," The flowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples,and references provided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchartdocument, request it from your supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, -he/she," the terms,
"he,- -him," and -his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender, Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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OBJECTIVE

Given a list of tasks selected for training, and a list of learning objectives
for the task elements/enabling skills and knowledges for each task select the
most appropriate learning activities for training the learning objectives.

Given an appropriate worksheet (Learning Activities Recording Sheet), and
instructions on how to fill it out correctly, fill out a worksheet for each
critical task.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this job aid is to help you select appropriate learning events ar
activities for training sessions in which critical tasks will be taught. Learning
research has identified learning activities and conditions which are essential for
teaching different kinds of learning objectives. In this job aid, you will learn
what those activities and conditions are.

PRODUCT

This Job Aid will result in a listing of learning activities for teaching the learningobjectives for each critical task.



a 'D ESC R I PT I V E FLOWCHART

The flowchart on pages 1-43 thru 1-44 shows the major steps in the use of the
Job Aid for specifying Learning Activities for all learning objectives in critical
tasks. The flowchart will be useful to you in getting a clear picture of the over-
all process used in this job aid. A more completely described flowchart is pro-
vided in Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts.

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN SPECIFYING LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The following major steps are performed for each critical task element/enabling
skills and knowledges that is to be included in training: (i.e., those for which
there is a Learning Objective.)

Step 1. The learning category (Mental, Physical, or Attitudinal) is iden
and recorded for each Learning Objective.

Step 2. The learning subcategory is identified and recorded for each Learning
Objective.

Step 3, Based on the learning category and subcategory, appropriate learning
activities for teaching each Learning Objective are specified and
recorded.

WORKSHEET USED

The Table on the next page shows a sample of a completed Learning Activities
Recording Sheet (LAR).

i -5



ISD !if 1 Spfcify Le,Atutnq EvololiActivtle

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SHEET

1-6
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ill! i LICLAILt: i LC} Act1 q S(LcL LAR)
A 1rning Activities Rtcording Shcet (LAU) is available for duplication IIni Hy Crji 01 L111S

'1'0 see a sample of a completed LAK Shept ruler to pat,
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What Pc cA thc_ Actic,z) Re_coitAblf_j ShcxiLt (LAR)
Look Likie. Wh&L Section I cutd 11 Hct &cji CompZo_tcd?

EKPLE:

ISD III 1 Speedy 11.,tdrning Event/Activol@s

LEARNING L. ITIES RECORDING SHEET

1.9



d I rcicitti/,, co td
ObjcAlti_vc. i,L0) C'1(-=t:Lc_a,i,1 TL /

Hock rcpresents io fIrSt. :;10)) in the completion of Section III ol Lhi s 1,,
Perform the Following!

) v,Narrimo the I(S)) a!2,tioclat_0(1 h tins critical task.
(2) Identify the first/no:a LO.

In Colurnd A of the IA It Sheet, record only the action stat-,tit fi
th List, next

U1c LAr. She_t LooL Lac_ A thci FistJtqcxt
Lect,*1. bjaltivc. Act,(:o;L StatamcAt Ha.,s Sci.ot R)_co,'ido,d?

EXAMPLE:

isE 111 1 SpecEy Leaminq Eventg/Achvoles

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SHEET
ILAII S 1,191 t
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All Learning Objectives fall into one of thr-- dmlgC goi sNIENTAL,
SICAL, or ATTITl )IN AL. The charactem;Lies ei-.1ch of these categories

NIEVIAI;

Hi\

IY-

The learning required for learning ihjectives te rized as
"mntal is mainly intellectual, involving the mind. Learning
how to make decisions, memori4ing or information, are exam-
ples of chiefly mental Darning tasks.

Learning 0 objectives categc, "physical involves mud,
use of parts of the body for Niental processes
me always involved, but the emphasis is on skill in use of the
mdv Learning to use tool or to play a sport are examples
of learning tasks which would be classified as physical.

Al.:IT Dlx Typically, l- ning objectives categorized -tudinal"
lve learning to choose to perform one type of behavior

in another, less=dcsirable kind. Learning Lo obey orders,
or in observe safety reg3#3n,amyydngtasksumtwould
fall into the attitudinal category.

6 L,
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LAR

to blo,:k 16

rweSIL,.!

How do I Pc} ThatLectkn,- Lci b
d Le -701,

Assign the learning objective to one of the following three lean categories;
Mental

= Physical
Attitudinal

The learning category may already be available output from previous ISD
blocks (e.g., ISD 11.1 Develop Objectives ). If so, review the previously assigned
learning category LO lie certain that it is correct.. If you disagree with the cate-
gory already assigned he certain that you coordinate with the individual(s) who
made the initial category assignment. Together you should be able to arrive
at the appropriate learning category for this objective.

0 If you need assistance in &ermini! g the appropriate learning category .0 assign,
refer to Manual, page 41,

How Ind lete do I Reco,-,d the Le'cuLin9
T11Z5 LeaAlling Objective?

o The leining category is recorded in Column B, Section III of the LAR Sheet
opposite he action statement of the learning objective.

1-12



(ct Doc the_ LAR SIt L!:c 4tv-L Appupt,utte
Le=,i;Lg CcutecwLy Has Gcea Rcco-tdc,d?

EXAMPLE:

1SD 111 I Lc-Arnim:1 Event3/Achvole5

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SHEET
RAF 5h...et,

1-13
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mere weds learelVee su as.--:ciated veh 1.

I hx,: are:

ide mg objects and
recalling information
discriminating
classifying
rule-learning using
decision-making

,J Tab If 145 (pa,,, 1 pro'
The Table also provides o«u
associated with learning obje ives that fall into the yRrious lmw« suhcategorio.
-Study the table carefully.

\ I, Icrin11L t`;tgry:

des of tion verbs and loarm commonly

© After studying Table 1-15 you should have little difficulty n assigning Burl arn=
in objectives to a subcategor:: I f you need help m making a de y on, -lunch
the verbs in the learning objective to the Action Verbs in the mGeorII n.fi nd
an example that would fit your learnirw objctive. If :you find yourself ompletely
unable to fit a learning objective into any or the given subcategories, the ohjec-
tive may he incorrectly written. You may need to reline and rewrite it before
it can ho successfully ass, ,n,d. to orx of the learning subcategories. If :-,.uch is the
case, he certain to coorJlt::Jo with the individual who originally prepared the
learning objective BEFORE YOL MAKE ANY CI IA NGEs TO THE LEAH NING
OB.11.,:(:TI



Minh I nil I

UISM

Chstali;

[Mk! Mrriiiiir Hid HMI

MENTAL LEARNING CATEGORY

in (live yin() rip.miiiiSr
SSIfttliiver Mir tirillar (itiMr1

lion moll r

presented vt,Itti items
IN! tippear io tie similar. in
A« § y dif tmelirtiS

When im'serilitif with items
Mat appt,r to bit ferent,
to identity the features
they hdvii r

fo state when turri tiov,t
pima at-tithes to .1 f)14Til

S1111011011

I() Spl!Elly course of action
for 1151! d S1(11_10;011

wavy
TIUN

pre e;

aamu
titian

List
Stale
freLitit
Define

L

Reading map trymbols

Ili-rotting mmunir
Sri-WM:Air

zm;amclam
engine when shown en(
ni one

Recalling radio frequencies

Rrtcolling circuit:0f

Stating Ohm's law

Recalling SALUTE acronym

Gmm

Distifiguistimg between mane
normally functioning [lower generator
and sound one in which hearing
is beginning to burn MO

DiStifitAMIling bntween ranks if
firmrs G stripes

Idefinfyffill aircraf I -which due,
U.S. aircraft

Identifying problem sinholons
which a soldier is tree to make a
decision frn his own without cow
suiting a Silisiilf-viSM

wm
Pr ediC!

Dane
SVCIfy
Apply

ommBwem «iii
Solving filgebrd problems

Making verbs agree with Olen sublects

Selocting proper tire extmquisher tor
(cif frrent type.rt of fir,

Troubleshooting malfunctioning
equipment

Choosing tactics in combat

Dowsing torpedo Setting Miring
torpedo attack.
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0 'Flu' learning subcategory is recorded in Section 111, Column L. Look at the
example below or an example of how it should be recordect

WItDoc,,s LA R Shu_t Look Like_ A te/t thcl Lcaitilihq
Sccbcatc)go,ly Ha6 &CH Recoitdo_d?

EXAMPLE:

ISD III 1 Specliv Lu.ltnng Evente/ActIvIties

LEIIRtIIIIG ACTIVITIES RECORDItlil SHEET

SEUTILM I

(LAG -Snec)

14.nseiC7fLtt 5,,F.1 2i 7. -N. i TA'M

UCTION h

M

1.16

IbI

7 II

77 I
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tborn Diot: from block 17

tr) bkici

1 id2,4,
Teac_tik

'a-e_ Lecculing Ate- +,_5
Object-tve,s CategoAized a6 Being Mr? 1. Siz.U,E6?

O For of the learning subcategories within the Mental Skill category there is
a set of learning activities which must he used for teaching successfully all learn-
ing objectives belonging to that subcategory, The learning activities differ for
the various subcategories. For example, the best method of teaching identifica-
tion of objects is completely different from the best method of teaching decision-
making.

o Fortunately, education research has developed guidelines for the development of
learning activities for each of the six subcategories. The six subcategories are
shown on pages 1-19 thru For each subcategory you will find the followinginformation:

The learning ctivities that must be featured (or -i'ed) to train the
objective falling into that subcategory.
An example of a characteristic learning objective falling under the subca
Guidelines useful for developing appropriate learning activities.
Example of appropriate learning activities for the learning objective used
an example

O To identify the appropriate learning activities for teaching a learning objective.
here is what you should do:

(1) Look at the subcategory for the learning objective under consideration
(Column B, Section III, LAR Sheet).

(2) Turn to the page in the Manual (pages 1-19 1-24) that cont tins guidelines
and examples for developing learning activities.

( 3) Relate the learning guidelines shown on that page to your learning
objective,

) Develop learning activities specific to your learning ob jettivc.

Record the appropriate learning activities for training the learning objective f-
Column C, Section III, LAR Sheet.

1 -17



Chic(L Ocic_s U L hcLt / )j L L LLLC LC_L-LlaqAt Lo SuLyi RcLokdc_d?

EXAMPLE:

I S D III I Speedy L.XiFiInq Events/A et Ivities

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SliEET

clic704 11

,4i4 in t," I I A-,'

Xi CTflN II!

1.18
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RECALLING INFORMATION

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE:

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

the use of patterns for organizing he information
to be recalled, and testing of the trainee's ability
to recall information without prompting.

The soldier will list the kinds of information
concerning aggressor personnel which should be
reported to his superiors.

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

1, Where possible, organize information to be
learned into a meaningful pattern.

2. Let trainee memorize each section of informa-
tion until the whole has been memorized,

Test trainee's ability to recall/recite the in-
formation. Give prompts and cues at first,
then withdraw these. Give immediate feed-
back on accuracy of responses.

Repeat step 3 until trainee can recite/give
information correctly.

1. Organize information to be reported on con-
cerning aggressor personnel into a meaningful
pattern, (e.g. SALUTE (acronym):

Size
Activity
Loccion
Unit
Time
Equipment

2. Let trainee memorize each of the above six
items until whole has been memorized.

Test trainee's ability to recite the above inform
tion. Give prompts at first, then withdraw the!
completely, Tell trainee immediately whether
and where he was right or wrong.

4, Repeat step 3 until trainee can accurately recall
information concerning aggressor personnel.

1-20



DISCRIMINATING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE: a side-by-sicle comparison of the items to be
discriminated, including pointing out the ways
in which they differ; and practice by the trainee
in making discriminations.

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE: The soldier will distinguish between a severe
burn aod a minor burn.

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

Present apparently similar items side by -side.
Point out the differences beweeen them.

2, Present examples of apparently similar items.
Ask learner to distinguish between them. Give
immediate feerlback on trlinee's responses.

Repeat step 2 until trainee n make discrimina-
tions with accurance and ease.

1. Present color photographs of a severe burn and
a minor burn side by side. Point out that the
skin is charred or blistered over a large area in a
severe burn, while the skin is neither blistered
nor charred (or is blistered over a small area
only) in a minor burn.

Present other color photographs of both severe
and minor burns. Ask the trainee to distinguish
between them. Tell the trainee at once whether
his responses were correct or incorrect.

Repeat step 2 until trainee can correctly di n-
guish between both types of burns.

1.21
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CLASSIFYING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE:

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

side-by-side cumparft:-In of the items to be classified,
including pointing out ways in which they are alike;
providing the trainee with a descriptive definition of
the class being studied; and practice by the trainee in
classifying.

The soldier will recognize all aircraft nging to 1-1

United States.

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Present apparently different items de by side.
Point out the features they have in common

2. Formula a definition
observed similarities.

the class based on t1

Present items which belong to the class as well
as items which do not. Ask the trainee to
identify those items which belong to the class.
Give feedback on the accuracy of the trainee's
response.

Repeat step 3 until trainee can accurately
classify items.

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

Present color photographs of different U.S. air-
craft side by side. Point out the markings and
other features that identify them as belonging
to the U.S.

Formulate a definition of the class e.g., all
U.S. aircraft have markings that look like the

Present color photographs of various U.S. air-
craft, USSR aircraft, and Chinese aircraft, Ask
the trainee to pick out the U.S. aircraft, Tell
trainee at once whether he is correct or
incorrect.

Repeat step 3 until trainee can correctly identify
all aircraft belonging to the U.S.

i-22



RULE-LEARNING AND USING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUJST FEATURE: an explanation of the practice in applying it.

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE: The soldier will challenge all rt4!rsonnel attempting to
enter his sector and will allow try enter only those giving
the correct password,

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

Present Am) explaln the rule.

Prr`stirti rt1,11 P.)M1S %%JUG') th,! n11,! applies
jf it aPpl AISO, PI 05W it
,tottitean5) --I- the !ilk, dues not apply,
for contr.-15t,

!fity cif ,Itnaturru tr r1 ri Al_ilN1141

,ipp111:J11011 if tt,tr role :Arid turIn: not. Ask thrt
trainee to rdittinfy those !ft =riiich the rule
appliott .11e1 tc) In! hos-. Cove

;it I t if trd,110P'S

Ruoi.dt
,)11' f:Hrri.t7t

,111 71,31It,,t?

2.

Explain the I only those giving current
n ssvviiirl ate to be allowed to enter. Explain
t-t!ocedute for requesting password =

say "Halt!"
'cover` stranger
Ask Who is there?", etc.

Present sitrratiorr where rule applies 0_, .r7. in de-
fensive positedn within designated sector of firrl.
Ndrill! SITLIJ31(3I1 111 3);Jrf drk5 or diritily
facility) where rule tlor± not apply.

Put sent a tuations ztsk- the
trainee how the rule about challenging
strange! it aitdthes e.g doe5 it apply In the
theater. iside niilitttt lied Z0110, Hi the motor
pool, iti! Tell trainee if Ills fw,ponses are

FUCA_ rQct and give reason for each.

stet! 3 until the ttElifWQ C0113-2C313,/

03,0111(10 ;3 NU !mutt most of the tune.
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DECISION-MAKING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE:

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OIJECTIVE:

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

clernonstrtion and practice in the identification of the
rIccision needed, collection of relevant (law anti selection

t possible solution.

The soldier will select the next position to which to
mow in I he field tinder combat iodiOom.

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

Denmnsti ate the following procedural steps

(al identification of decisi.i needed
(h) collection of relevant (lulu
(c) tormulationhdootification of number

of possible sololiOng
(c1) evaludOon of each solution
le) selection of the one best solution

Ple Sent number Ut !QM situations, Ask
the trainee to apply the ocedural steps Ili
01021 to mjkii a decision about the problem
situation. Give immediate feedback on the
adequacy of the ttd0100'S performance of task.

Repeat step 2 until lrain00 (101101aws adequate
CIVC1510/15 ill roost 1)1'0 hlf !Ili ;01.tidt Ions.

Demonstration by the instructor of the following
procedural steps for determining the one best
next position to move to lit a combat. situation:

(a) identification of decision needed choice
of next position

(h) collection of relevant data on terrain,
distance, visibility, position of aggressor
sniper, etc.
identification of at least 2 alter ive field
positions

(d) selection of the best position to mov

Present trainee with a number of situations in
which he has to choose the next position to
which to move. Ask trainee to make a choice
by applying the procedural steps which were
demonstrated by the instructor. Tell trainee at
once whether his choices were good or poor.
Give reasons,

(c)

Let trainee practice process Of choosing position
and receiving feedback on his choices until
trainee can select good positions consistently,
within a stated time limit.
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O There are 1.v stilicate) orics Ow VSIC:\ Ivan-nog calegory.
They ;tr

gross motor skill
responsive motor skill

Tuhli. 1-`,(; (14iniflo! 10;irninv Tim alci) Irrrr-
t'icles rvimplcs r,l action yerhs um(1 learning skills commonly associated -,vith learning
ohjeties that rill] into the learning stiheategories. Study the tali!

PHYSICAL LEARNING CATEGORY
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and Whete do 1 Record the Leaimaig Subeategoky.

The learning subcategory is recorded in Section III, Column B. See below for an
example of how it looks after it has been recorded.

What Ne4 the LAR Sd eet Look -e ,qtet the
Leata,-(Ing SubcategoA.. Ha6 Been Reco,tded?

EXAMPLE
ISD III I Specify Learning Events/Activities

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SHEET

ILA9 Shoml

1-27
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ruin bitJa 22

[Joe..., enrd
Aolir.v.h 1. 0e11,1,

[Ali

to trlock 76 to block 24

leerr1.1,1.1t p. ,W.i.toted .01! eel!.
ol the PIIV.314:AL LI-111111,

Cs 3- wtpaold 4.I
An Sheet

How do 1 I den - i AnYLO k a te ng A t
Taachiag LecniLiaq Objec- Categmized Be_cng
PhLy6iecLE SLi,ELs?

There is an individual set of learning activities which must tie used fc r success-
fully teaching learning objectives belonging to each of the two subcategories
under the PITY IC Learning Category. Guidelines for developing the learning

iliac are provided on the pages shown below:

Gross Alotor Skill Page L30.
Responsive Motor Skill Page L31.

* To identify the appropriate learning activities for teaching a learning objective
categorized into one of the two physical subcategories do the following:

(1) Look at the subcategory for the learning objective under consideration.
/(Column B, Section 111, LAB Sheet).
Turn to the page in the Manual (Page 1-30 or Page 1-31) that cont
guidelines and examples for developing learning activities for that
subcategory.

Relate the learning guidelines shown on that page to your learning
objective.

(-1) Develop learning activities specific your learning objective.

Record the appropriate learning activities for training the learning objective
Column C, Section 111, LAR Sheet.

1.28



W1ic Voe Lectimi Recotding Sheet ( LAR )

Loo , Lae A (yte.,L Appiww7,6Ite Lc..cu iY raj Ac.- ivit Have.
Been Reco,Lded?

EXAMPLE:

ISD ill 1 Speedy Learning Everits/Aetivitlea

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECORDING SHEET

ILAH Sheet)



GROSS MOTOR SKILL

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE: a demonstration of, and opportunity to practice, the
whole task/skill.

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE: The soldier will load an M1SA1 rifle.

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activities

DCIIIWIIIdtts: pet formai-1u of the whole task. 1, Demonstrate steps in loading the rifle:
(If task is complex or lengthy, break into
parts, and demonstrate each part separately
at first).

locate cartridges
= insert cartridges in magazine

2. Let trainee practice performing whole task.
(or practice performing parts of task separately
at first). Give /provide immediate feedback on
accuracy and adequacy of trainee's performance
of task.

Let rainee practice steps in the task. Tell him
at once whether he loaded the rifle correctly

Repeat step 2 until trainee can perform task
well and as quickly as required,

3. (If necessary), have trainee repeat process until
he can do it within the stated time limit and
can perform it accurately.



RESPONSIVE MOTOR SKILL

LEARNING ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE:

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

a demonstration of the skill/task by the instructor and
trainee practice in performing the skill/task, including
use sunws to detect clues to changing performance,

The soldier will drive utility truck, 1/4 ton, M151,A1
cross country.

Guidelines for Determining
Appropriate Learning Activities

Demonstrate whole task, pointing out cues
that initiate and end performance of each
step in task.

Let trainee practice performing task, using his
senses to receive feedback on his performance,

Repeat step 2 until trainee can perform t
well and as quickly as required,

Examples of Appropriate.
Learning Activities

Demonstrate driving the truck, pointing out cues
that influence action, such as:

= speedometer
road signs
curves in road
trees and other roadside terrain
lane markings

Let trainee practice driving the truck, using his
five senses to detect cues .hat influence the
action of driving (see above), Trainee must
manipulate the controls of the truck in response
to such cues.

Let trainee practice driving the truck cross
country until he becomes proficient at doing so
accurately and safely.
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dvil -()Llt--` ititc titc Lcttq St.tbattLyjOitti 60,'L
L cc Li} Lg 0 (1' CC Ca :qoL:d (Ls A ttLtudina_Z?

Tlikre i s only ono learniim: subcategory associated with the A`I"ITITWINAL Ic.arn-
ratygory. I t "a t tit Lid leart1111(g

0 Table I provides a cloth-amA of the subcategory and provides examples ofanion veil in learning- skills commonly associated with learning objectives
!jun. into the attitude-learning subcategory. Study the tahle citrefully.

LE A S4C'il; SLiSLnit

ALtItinipl,!dnurLi

Tohlo I-34

ATTITUDINAL LEARNING CATEGORY

flutioltiorls i.na Examples of Learning Sutaraturiory

'arm% (OMMOS
SUSSAli=h, ACTION VERB s EXAMPLES

To extutute a palleto nt Acrepi
behavior or of response Choose
Ici1cI it tiornerfung Comply vatic

WU' h;nil instead ni vvd5ling IFflu

Complyniq with safety regulations

Keeping book neat when opportunity
costs to keep it untidy

II nu ind yourself unable to In your :earning obyetivc into the attitude-learning
subcategory see your supervisor for assistance. Perhaps the learning objective,h,),,1,1 have hoer, eakrgorizett as NIENri',.\ I, or pHysic AL. Or perhap: the learn-
ing objective was incorrectly written. You may ni.-4.4.1 to refine and rewrite it. If
such is the case, be certain to coo:dinate with individual who originally pre-
',and the learning objective BEF()RE VOL MAKE ANY CIIANGES TO THE

"NINtl OBJECTIVE'

0 The learning subcategory (altitude-learning) j recorded in Section III, Column B.
Look at the example on the following page to we how it should he recorded,

cc t;I-3-i



How aqd WhoAe do I ReLoAd the LeaAftiiLq Subcatc_qctu.r:'

0 The learning subcategory (attitune-learnmg) is recorded in '..--;eetion 111, Column 13.
Look at the example. provided below to see how it should he recorded.

What Ooe,s the LAR Sheet Look Lae AttLit tha
Lcafulihg Subeategou Hco Beeh RcuPtde
EXAMPLE:

LSD 1111 Specify Le4n-ttrig EVCI-Os/ActivitieS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES RECOHOIPG SHEET
LA!

StCTION i

FCtION F!

'ACY.0.4m
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I LcirDLiag
ic? L q 0 LI c.ct (1.1, Cast-:_:(24-30 t(:,,z(Lci ct,.s

A t.-,!_:(.t.LL,Lc_-Lca'-{L(.{13:

I Ilvre H ,,1 i\t i Euh must_ He used for 1-;uk.cessfully to1(.11111g
h.:H-111;114 hemp, ;Atli ide-learning. Guidelines for (level-
fu,up,2 Icarultft! pi(u.-tded PHate tit 1(ifiling

( )11!" .',11=11111 01)1( 1Vt. ;111(1 (10:v p learn! ,u-,1 activities spccine

1;cc.,r(I the iii.uu-(,i,rfitu ato.'itis fur trainnu.4 the lealathvg ulnective
Scctiun III, Sfluct.

Cr;
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LZ. ARN1NG ACTIVITIES MUST FEATURE.

EXAMPLE OF LEARNING B,IECTIVE:

rr angeintt tt ref enviOrnment in which the trainee lives
and works so that correct and appropriate behavior is
elicited froni the trainee, Reinforcement and rewarding of
all instances of correct/appropriate behavior which the
trainee demonstrates must be provided. NOTE: An attitude
is a -)attern of behaving or responding, not a mystical set of
the mind, It is more difficult to get a trainee to adopt an
attitude than it is to get him to acquire information or a
skill. "Preaching" is rarely the best way of teaching
attitudes. It is better to use means such as b -ior
modeling, giving rewards, etc.

The soldier will keep his hunk neat clean all times.

Guidelines for DeterminirA
Appropriate Learning Activities

Examples of Appropriate
Learning Activitis.

State and/or demonstrate appropriate /desired
behavior(s).

. [-_Ai-cou traineeraee r lance of ppropriate/2

desired behoviurs by using devices such as
behavior modeling, role-playing, appeal to
authority.

Reinforce/reward in,rances when trainee emits
appropnate/dosired n;lhavior. Lin not reinforce/
reward instances of inappropriate/undesired
behavior s. On occasion, and if ielevant, punish
inappropriate behaviors.

Describe the appropriate manner in which the
soldier's bank should be maintained,

Encourage the trainee to keep the bunk neat by
role-playing situation in which a messy bunk
leads to loss of time, lOss of pF11111::!citIS, loss of
equipment, etc. OR, show a film
soldier tidies his bunk, etc.

Praise the trainee whenever his bunk is le neat.
Penahle him whenever it is kept messy.

ij
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What Co (2:3 tho_ roo:Le:iLg Rcce,xliltg 0 ( LW
Loo 1 L1 A tc. A13 cc LectAktilL2 Aot-v-i-t{icn Ha
PALan F:e-LoAdc_d?

EXAMPLE:

I-SD Sp',-:fy LeArning

LEARNING TIVITIES RECOMMIT- SHEET

I38
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th(f.. LI UÜ0 Lcc', ()Li CorimciLt :10k Pc_opA:AL
0.th(2,L Stei,.s 0 () tIL( 1LLLCOflCL. S

Ocx,2,tlo3rielLt P=1.0(7(2,? How do 7 Rox_0u1 Thai?
Ii nrilpr ror ! , irrAtrutiorrdi novotopmerit pro,,,,s,!, to work ort.,,ctively,

uciwrativo that thore IA, forward iuill hackwarti coMmunication between the
people involved in the process, it some time or other, you have probahl.y com-
planed about. the input that has been provided to you. Vor example, vou :nay have
thought_ that the learning oiiccyes which you ne4_4.1 as input for this block were not
as well written as they could have lwen, Sometimes, you may have had to do work
that. should have been performed in previous steps in the system,

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BACK
TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN BE
MADE TO EF; imPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

1-41



In yuur resoarch for this step of the Instructional liystems Development process you
miiv also have discovered tiitormatioc that you think may ho useful to people xvho
\vitt ht. working in steps that follov,- hN (met ii so, it is equally important that
vtin pass his information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE !rkIRTRUCTInNAL
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFEC-
TIVE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

a A copy of the iSD COORDINATION SIIIPET can In found in the hack of this
manual. Nlake sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individual
von wish to communieic,. withplus copies t kif your records,

0 Complete the ISD COORDINATION SIIEET in duplicate. Send one copy to the
lndividual and attach unc. copy to the Instruction Sittings Selection Package
(ISR. Stu- to,
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JOB AID FOR
eECIF 'IN INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

PLAN AND DELIVERY SYSTEM

ISD 111,2

Mit:i 1111

Isis ei the Uth 1 -It Aids for use in instructi-:it
development. ''us volume is to be' supplement the Kuria nt,"Joh .Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD II1.2 Specify Instructional Nlanage-ment Ilan and Deliver\ System,- 'f'he flowchart document will direct you In specific
guidance, examples., and references Irrcrvidetd in this volume. If you do not have theprimary flowchart document, request it tur supervix(

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, "he/she," the terms,

and "his," as well as "men," are intended
Lto include both rie masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will he so noted.



!SD ili.2 Speci-iy lnsixectional :--!;Enavrrient Plan ancl Delivery Systern

V.,
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Wha_t i/s the, Job c (oir_ Sa.e D
aa about.

GOAL

_y Sy c_nis

The his job aid is to help yciu apply a systematic approach to the
selection ot systems ( media) for presenting instruction to traincs.
This systematic -) media selection requires consideration of the
nature of the object their learning categories/subcategories, learning activ-
itics and instructional settings. Such factors as equipment, and facility con=
straints, cost of procurement, cost of replacement, development costs, etc.
must also he considered.

e delivery systems have been selected, the nianzti went Plan
ran be slrc cified. Please note that this job aid includes only the selection
delivery systems,

OBJECTIVES

1) (liven rc group cif learning objectives (L0s) with their specified learning activ=
Ojos, instru(qio al settings and learning categories, use the appropriate learning
subcategor: matrix to select candidate de=livery system(s) for each 1.0.

From the list of candidate delivery systems, select, the one(s) most appropri
ate for the whole task rithcr than for the whole course.

NOTE: Do not spend too much time reading or studying this material. You will be
given more specific information later.

=1.4



o PRODUCTS

The input, for this block is the learning activities, learning c atehion ,and -
t Ion al settings for each learning objective. output, or products, include:
0 A completed Dilivery System Planning (DSP) Sheet for each task showing:

a) candidate delivery systems
b) selected delivery system(s) for whole task

E. Final d c ision on the delivery systern(s) to be used fora whole course. This
decision is recorded in the System Master Plan, which is not clucled in thisjob aid.

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL
DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Step 1, Learning objectives action statements with their corre sponding learni
categories/subcategories are recorded on DSP Sheet.
On the appropriate learning subcategory matrix, the criteria specified
the inputs to this block are checked.

Step These checked criteria are examined in reference to each delivery system
on the matrix to determine which systems meet the criteria.
Based on this examination, candidate delivery systems are specified and
recorded on the DSP Sheet. Final selections ale made with the help
of management.

r.

NOTE: Do not spend too much time reading or studying this material. You will be
given more specific information later.

J-5
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0 WORKSHEET USED

A partially completed Delivery S,:istem Planning (DSP) Sheet can he seeo
on pages J-48 and J-49.

Learning Category Matrices are shown on pages J-50 through J-5S.

DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

The flowchart on pages 3-59 through J-61 shows the steps in the use of the Job
Aid for Selecting Delivery Systems. The flowchaxt will he useful to you in
getting a clear picture of the overall process used in this :job aid.

NOTE: Do not spend too much time reading or studying this material. You will be
given more specific information later.
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a Lc

The mm6cesaredwh
media iclivery sysma

O m items, on each matri,.

I 7

Ala

lie h) vou 111:11' deC. 1104 m G ru p wJ
aen learnin!:,Y objctive, f grour learning objectiv n

1) Criteria for Selecting Ins I Delivery Svst
) Training Setting Cr

h) Administrative Cr/1e
c) Stimulus Criteria

Complexity Criftria
Sr Alternative Instructional Deliiiery Systems

al Delivery approaches permitting the application )1- all rning guidelines
(suggested activities) for that loan:ling suheaLegory
Dehvery iiipproitches that pormit the a of onIN, s omt ofth guidehnes

Names Of the Nledia

Smre many of the n- mcs may he unfium liar or diffe m nt Rom the
terms used by your school, a glossary or -nstructional alivr syt)i ,ms

lirovided, R needed, in a litter step of this job aid.

To see exainples Of the r I to pages ,J-150 through 358.

o Note that all of the Criteria for .__g Instructiot Deli! -y Systems are
' for eitch subtiategor:,/, When one or more criteria are missing it is becau

a not contribute to the analysis for that particular subcategory.h

J-8



Whe, do I o b tain LC1_01161.9 Catc_qu. y M ?

Loarnin
of this

available for duplica tion in the pocket at the ond

Note m y me& are doe matrices cover _ W e t nt and back of two separate
shoots. The six mental skills subcategories we on one sheet_ The two physical
and one attitudinal skills aro on the other.

0 Make -v -1 f d he he using them over and
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cao I the Pee,_.(itYcAri SyS tcln PCcuLLHAii (OSP ) Sliecti)?
1)t.IR.cry '\t ill Planning :Sheets I)1') art avm1:11)1f... for tiiititiffl Irt du, poclo2tat the 1,:ick (,)r this manual,

It) St'e a partially comidt.ted DtiP rpli.r to p:vge

J.11



what do thc, vs-P shuL oof whoil (:,cc tt_oil. I ha,s
bcan comp.i_zo_toxi?

Example:

1.17

1ST Spocifv Mama 4,-,t11Pnt FIn 1d Dr vry
DELIVERY SYSTEM PLANNING SHEET

1 s,



froftl block 11

do I «c-. ctiLi _

.s t JY1O L 3 2

The le not; wjt yesI bon « vornen d o not include colcan be alLddire Rom We Learning Actx ities Rocordin
'clt the LOA are recorded.viously prepared Nvorksluvt, on

o ord all the LO action staternen irrg to h

Exam pie:

n't mG stanclard0
et, or any pre
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trom 1.)100. 13

How do I ,'LCA10,td atego,frLy cuid ,s(LbattegoAv7

0 The knirning category and subcategory for each LA) can be copied directly from
tPe Learning Activities Recording Shoot, or any previously prepared worksheet
on which this information is recorded.

Record the learning category/subcategory for each ohjectivc liv placHg an "X
in the appropriate cell in Section 111 (13)

Example:

, ,1-

J-15
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AAAtupIg
Slying

01,1,1,1" IL.r.hq
Clegur PAiA1

to block 17

A !Apt thgts man. I 4 ) mdr An the mdl.k lu A.btle the coittri,
lArthed hq hg intAucTionol toliAA rid IofrAng AfININgt Igt Ohl obleCt,e

nif luithti AiANACA wet bt10*

How do 1 it a-,,td the appAopn
ctLtekia on tne mattix?

* In the first column to the right of the criteria for Selecting Instructional Delivery
Systems, you will see empty cells. Place a "N,/ " (light pencil so that it can be
easily erased) in the cells representing the training setting criteria that must
be met.

For example. (See Learning

If the instructional setting
group at a single location,

If the instructional setting
group."

If the instructional setting

Category Matrix Mental Skills, Recalling Information)

for the task is "institution," you might check large
"or individual trainees at a fixed location."

is "SOH," you might check "team setting" or

is "STEP," you might check "individual trainees
with independent instruction at any location."

If a particular criteria is not stated, it is because that criteria is not a significant
factor for this learning category.

J -17



Example of m matrix with training setting criteria checked:

Responsive Motor Skills
Al1Nnanyy Int nne.Innly, Oynyery Ayslyn1s

Optlyy Ann, C.,10-1V$

APPlaa000
01 A Le3iniOq (50alylaly5

AN0,11,0)

101101 S11111011 Cr',1111.

1/10011d1O1 If,1111eY 41 F,'Vd
LiKanon

Indninh1,11 Thonen lt10
t11,11Vill 1101,IILIM, 41 Any
101.11001

* Suoll radial
Latrp, GUM t) L011111111

Tedln Set hog

AtIa10

* Say 01 Loursewdre dtld Spec141
Hodwart, 111,vploortiolt

Luc&

Mdgrntifile of Actpwiltion Cos!

Ltm

me

cnn111111.'
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from block 16

Paeyrd aowto..10
-Adminquativ, 0,I .,u
ILtenifiq C.Orgwy

R14,11.1

A 10. 0'4E4 maa
,e,1 tea tly Ilce I'll

w below

the ind.c114 Inc pit0,4
.0,101010,Mmbigrlot

to block 18

How do 1 ttecond =thc app

on ,the. mat/Lix?

admckl- ative cALtet,La

In the same column of empty cells used in the last step, you will place a "\/"
(light pencil again) in the cells representing the administraive criteria that must
be met.

For example: (See example on page J-20)

If you have very limited funds for delivery syste
he developed at your school you would check:

local - under "Site of Courseware and Special Hardware Develop_ ment
low - under "Magnitude of Acquisition Cost"

rid all your material must

NOTE: There should be two chucks for administrative criteria

11
J419
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from lock 17

to block 20

"ii Cater.
111,1,1,1o, LAtoq.v

Al. Olthjil4 Ci eeFetd
,OddrFetge Identity OniLtt and Symbon
:Mental L,IIti
Suns. fepliv btu, &Idiot Skint (PhpScal
Stif,,Tv90, AmiL,tle

A hqhf Oirtk gljtk I oil the
;fulfil to iodic.. The pit,tw1,01,0 b,do,1 hq

S fol goql,tt ate Delos

How do 7 tecoitd the appit_orf, .cite is-ton &l s cA.Lteitia9

In the same column of empty cells used in the last step you will place a "N/"
(light pencil again) in the cells representing the stimulus criteria that must be mot.

Check the suggested learning activity for this objective. If the activity involves
sound alone, consider the choices under audio stimuli. If the activity involves
visual stimuli, specify which visuals are needed. For each stimulus criteria
applicable to the selected learning activities put a check mark in the empty cell.

Example of matrix with stimulus criteria checked:

ittlexity l,bl
Attn

Saloon Motu! i`Pf ill ff1411C, al
ul

Stimulus Chino

* Vieutd Front
illphdr,ffrief iC

PitIfif 141. Plan?

Orneet S.Ird

MOv,ffirni

SOB

Fiji] M(iveff1P.11

Audit
Vgree Sound beige

Full Sound Hande

Ambient Sounds

the:

Feeble Cues

!Memel Stimulus Urn Cu

0

,I521



from blocks 18 and 19

block 22

11

A,Ard ApEddid,A,
I:Ample iti (:+St,s"

I lea,hdri t irloy
Miff Al

CiAtiplmly
mom

A 1,11111 ,het. ( I A 'Ad,
IA AASAalo

'ari Irei 10i

I UI 1.101.1 pAAnce. aRe tr#1ow

How du i'teccoLd the appitop te compZex,ity c/buvu_a_on the tna.tAix?
In the same column of empty cells used in the last step you will place a(light pencil again) in the cells representing the complexity criteria that must hemet. (These criteria apply only to responsive motor skills).

o For example:

Read the action statement and check the suggested learning activities. Decidewhether this is a "difficult motor act" or whether the goal is "smoothmotor performance at the end of training," or both.

Example of matrix with complexity criteria checked:

* radqn,R.
Cr

X41. a1

DA!

of Atqtmit.on Cott
Low

X x

X x x

Comulectq Garrard

01111tAli MOW, AtiS

5F111701h1 MOO, PO turf-lance at
End ul Teaming

1 r.a

%/qua! Farm

AltiNinument
Par tonal. Planar

Oblect, Said

Visual

J-22



from blocks 20 and 21
12

[[Wolff. A11.1nAff,
Arilfutlfon.4 fjelAfvfY
Sr f *WA"
fteenfog Giteoffy
MAI, ffl *

th gt. toro offm of ullinntlJ
of off fit ihote ppi AO Alert an it um, EofoA

flelafetv $vitenit ANCII.me 4dEifudio foil JO 1 1

hathet eeplam hug.d me 110.of, tyf feint

Fe ylulie,n 1.0 rif LoAA

lAr IrcunEl flf OAP COAfAlf
Ifit oq 0,4 conpieto,

Aop,ifi. A, pailffs d ti I th,u )tl

to odock 23

What aiLe the aZteAnative in.istAucttonat dei,clvelLy u/steini5?

a Look at the matrix for Identifying Objects and Symbols (Mental Skills). The
alternative instructional delivery systems for this matrix are shown diagonally_ .
They arc:

CAI (with visual display)
Teaching MachineBranching
Programmed TextBranching

Microfiche with Self-Scoring Tests
Study-Card Sets with Self-Scoring Tests
Traditional Classroom
Textbook
Chart
Automatic Rater

a Listed below is a complete_ list s ---ictional delivery systems that appear in
the matrices.

Audio Only Systems
Awn() Disc Playback System
Audio Tape System

Audio-Visual
Audio Tape With Printed Material
Classroom -
Filmstrip Projection System With Audio
Filmstrip Projeclon System With Audio and Adjunct Equipment
Motion Picture Pi-ijection System - Commercial, 16MM and Super 8MM

Films
Motion Picture Projection System Low Budget 16MM and Super 8MM

Films
Microform With Information Mapping, and Audio
Instructional Kit With Instructor
Instructional Kits for Trainees

-h23



Overhead Projection System With Instructor
Sound Slide Projection System
Teaching Machine - Branching, Still Visual With Audio
Teaching Machine - Branching, Still and Motion Visual With AudioTeaching Machine - Branching, With Adjunct Equipment
Teleconference System
Television - Cable (CATV)
Television - Closed Circuit (CCTV ) Without Feedback
Television - Portable Video Tape System
Carrel - AV Equipped
Carrel - Laboratory
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)

Computer Assisted Instruction - PLATO IV Basic Configuration
Computer Assisted Instruction PLATO IV, Basic Configuration and

Audio
Computer Assisted nstruction PLATO IV, Basic Configuration With

Adjunct
Computer Assisted Instruction - PLATO IV Basic Configuration With

Adjunct Equipment and Audio
Computer Managed instruction (CMI)
CMI - CAI TICCIT

Computer mulation
Computer Simulation - 00-Line
Computer Simulation - Off-Line
GAME - Computer Simulation, Solitah-e, With Visual Display
Operational Equipment With Manuals
Operational System - Real Environment
Operational System - Synthetically Simulated
Operational System - Synthetically Stimulated
Procedure Trainer
Procedure Trainer - Adjunct Displays and Logic
Simulator
Simulator - Adjunct Display_s and Logic
Specimen Sets
Physiological Trainer (Hostile Environment) Visual
Physiological Trainer (Hostile Environment) Surface and Internal Senses

Visual Only
Filmstrip Projection System
Microform With Information Mapping
Microform With, Information Mapping and Adjunct Equipment
Slide Projector System - 2" x 2"
Simulation - Paper
Teaching Machine - Linear, Still Visual
Teaching Machine - Branching, Still Visual

J -24



Print Materials
Case Study Folder
Flash Cards
Printed Materials - Handouts
Printed Materials - Performance Aids
Printed Materials Reference Books
Printed Materials - Self Scoring Exercises
Printed Material - Workbook
Printed Material - Textbook
Programmed Text - Branching
Programmed Text - Branching With Adjunct Mate ial/Equi ent
Programmed Text - Linear
Programmed Text - Linear With Adjunct Material/Fguipm
Study Card Sets

Special and Non-Standard Items
Automatic Raters - Informal Training
Carrel - Dry
Do-It-Yourself Kits
Game-Manual Simulation
Game - Manual Non-Simulation
Game - Computer Supported Simulation
Logic Trainers
Mockups, Panels, and Demonstrators - Dy
Models and Static Mockups Small Scale
Mockups, Panels, and Demonstrators - Static

Some of the instructional delivery systems listed on the matrices may be unfamiliar
to you or different from the terms used by your school. Therefore, a glossary of
instructional delivery systems is shown in Appendix A to this Manual (page J-63).
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from block ,22

Dim., Ohl Irmugh Ane
D.Irwcy 10.1,11i3e4,1,,
210 f
211,1 /Awing 1J130,.1,,,g
11021,114 E,..1.91,11v MAI.1

to block 24

ukp
tAt

&tattling a tAlne ough tutavajiabte
_Many of the delivery systems included on the matrices will not be available toyour school in the foreseeable future. In that case you can eliminate them fromyour analysis by marking them off on the matrix.



EXAMPLE:
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You may have h'id to mark off several of the alternative delivery systems and arenow wcndering ,shy so many that are presently unavailable were included on thematrix. One ri.ason is to make course development personnel and managementmore aware of the possibilities.

While the media and delivery systems are usually selected on the basis of equipmentavailability, local past experience, and available production facilities, there are otherimportant considerations which should be taken into account to make better longrange plans. Techniques have been developed for the projection of procurementand revision costs in a wide variety of instructional media. Frequently, there canbe a large discrepancy between the projected costs of an existing or availabledelivery system and one which has been optimally designed.
Large discrepancies of this nature can often serve as the basis for managementdecisions to embark on a new approach to instruction when it can be shown thatthe new approach will have important payoffs either in costs, time reductions, orincreases in effectiveness. While it may not be cost effective to invest in a newdelivery system for a single course of instruction, such an investment may have asignificant pay-off over time. Data accumulated through time will provide animportant source of information for management in making better long termdecisions.

New delivery systems and techniques often become fashionable simply because theyare available. In this block, procedures are defined for selecting one or moresuitable media for specific learning events and activities. By using this approach,delivery systems can be selected on the basis of defined requirements rather thanon the asis of availability or the appeal of currently existing :ads.



from _lock 23

birt1.# FifitOitit
rgithlic intity1CtidNI
rhivtFy ,kM
:Leolmi EA!.9.-Y
MAtital

In _lt k 2F

infer
4.101,1Q, set Dth,w

What the puiLpoe a exam Ling each tAactionat
deti- etch 5 yi5tem col. the ma ix?

Now you are ready to use the algorithm which has been set up for you on
matrix. As you look at each delivery system remaining on the matrix you will
be noting which ones have X's opposite the criteria you have checked (N,/) in
light pencil.

The delivery systems which have Xs prerecorded for all or most of the criteria
you have checked (0 will become candidate delivery systems. The training setting
and administrative requirements will be the same for all learning objectives within
a single task, or even a group of tasks, but the stimulus and complexity
criteria may change with each objective. It is necessary to note all the X's in
the rows next to your checked (\/) criteria in order for the algorithm to work
correctly.

a Flowchart blocks 24 through 36, which follow, will lead you through the analysis.

NOTE: You are to deal with only one Instructional Delivery system at a time as you
work through flowchart blocks 24 throug) 36
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0 You have reached this block hocanse tho delivery systen-, het'n eXan-1111111g

has an "X" recorded for each criteria you have checked, Therefore this is a
candidate delivery system,

O Since it, is possible to have more than one delivery system whi,.:11 matches all
en nriur, leave 1Lt one or t,"0 -others in Section III

O For Example:

DELIVERY SYSTEL1 PLAIltilliG

IOW Shtigt)
=C110.4

_f2

7,4 17 f4,, H = it

str;Tit1I4 ,
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0 If thi learnirw objectives for this task r.ouired a wide variety of learning activities
due to belonging to several different learning categories, then you may vt Many
difrirCat cLiralidm:: del:very syi:terns. H er, it not likely Mal would ti:e
more than two or three delivery systems Sr a single task; more likely you will
be restricted to one. in this case you will have to select the delivery system(s)
which appear most frequently among the candidate systems you have listed in
Section III C. In this step you are checking to see how many delivery systems
are candidates for this one task,

1J2_ --41
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Site you have more than one candidate delivery system, you need to make afurther 1.inalysis to determine Which system(s) is most pnictical in your situation.

A delivery system may be rejected as being too impractical for one or more ofthe following reasons:

Marginal Technical Solutions: The learning guidelines cannot be easilycarried out with the medRim.
9. State-of-the-Art: The basic medium is under development or being tested

and may not be available for practical application by the time it is required.
3. Size of System: Some media are useful within large training programs,others are suited only for small programs and therefore may not he suited

to the size program being considered.)

Interface with Existing Program: Many new courses must bo designed to fitinto existing programs, which places constraints on the new courses; e.g.,equipment on hand, available classrooms, scheduling practices, etc.
Time to Broduce_Media; Media which require long lead times for developmentmay not be useful when scheduling does not permit a long development cycle.

6, Budget Cycle Constraints: While the application of some of the effectivetraining approaches, such as CCTV (closed circuit television), may result inlow costs per student graduate, the initial investment is substantial, Unlessthese resources appear in existing budgets, the application of these techniquesto an immediate problem is not feasible.

J4 1



,A,d(11,!1,m_ of Innoctr,:ins: Protect team rnernhert frecHently :0,-at innovations,
If the r,reposed media is significantly different front existing techniques, either
adequate resources must be focuse0 upon gaining acceptance for the innova-
tion, or a more traditional approach must be selected.

ft Courseware Development If Pourcoware is to ho lore!', T doeioDtq;,
skilled personnel, equipment, time, and dollars must he available

IHigh Cost Alternatives: The projected life cycle cost of a nledia apprortch
may be significantly higher than other equally useful alternatives. Reject
high cost alternatives.

TO. Learning Style of Trainees,: If trainee has low reading ability or would be
limited in his ability to -WiC certain kinds of media, then reject these media
as inappropriate.

11, Other Constraints: A variety of other practical factors should he considered;
t1g., command policy and existing investment in production facilities.
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0 The delivoni systeMs which you reject: may tic crossed out, Soction III (C). If
It vnu ii :Hr2ord ri01' It liOne la 01 orsupervisor or oLher personnel revicwitni2; your iThitlye.

EXAMPLc:

:ALfIcas-,

!SD II; 2 Si-TIfy Managpalont PNr ,and Di Ai-Jury Sv&torn

DELIVERY SYSTEM PLAIIIIIIIG SDEET
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SpaCC niis been proyidett in Section il (Ai for the delivery systern(s) selected tor
prestlIting the instruction for this task

space has been provided in Section 11 (U) for your rationale.

EXAMPLE:

ISD III 2 Speetty Management Plan nd Delivery Syntem

DELIVERY SYSTEM PLANNING Sliffr

IDS. Ii.S.g7,I1

arDs _Yr). P L tlytto,
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t.f lid

Ho .6 the whole coukze deLt

Having completed this detailed analysis for every objective of every task, youhave arrived at the most technically correct and practical decisions.

After your supervisor becomes familiar with the instructional delivery systems
you have selected and your rationale, he can consult with management. Ideally,
your selections would become final; however, the final choice will be based ona cost analysis and certain administrative factors, irrespective of the-technically
correct solutions.

Your goal has been achieved when you make the technically correct solutions.
After management becomes awa=re of them it becomes their responsibility to makemore of the alternatives available in the future.
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ao the Syistera Management P.

The System Management Plan provides details of system decisions on how the
instruction will be developed and implemented. It includes:
a) Instructional Management Plan (See example in TRADOC Pam .350-30,

111.2, pp. 146 through 161).
b) Plan for developing instruction.
c) Plan for evaluating the system.

For more information refer to TRADOC Pam 350-30, 111.2, Specify Instructional
Management Plan and Delivery System.
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In order for the Instructional Systems Development process to work effectively
it is imperative that there be forward and backward communication between the
people involved in the process. At some time or other you have probably com-
plained about the input that has been provided to you. Sometimes, you may have
had to do work that should have been performed in previous steps.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BACK
TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN BE
MADE TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

In your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development process you
may have discovered additional information that you think may be useful to people
who will be working in steps that follow this one. If so, it is equally important
that you pass this information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUC-
TIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A copy of the ISD COORDINATION SHEET can be found in the back of this
manual. Make sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individual
you wish to communicate withplus copies for your records.

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy to the
individual and attach one copy to the package of DSP Sheets.
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X X X X

High
X
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Appendix A

GLOSSARY = h IN INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Audio Only Systems

Audio Disc Playback System
. that uses a

recorded on a disc (record) that may be pla,,ed back upon request by a listener.
player and sound

System - An audio that uses a tape recorder/reproducer try
nagnetft! tl-),t may he played back upon request by a list( ,:er.

.ar,__dge, cassette),(it h

Audio-Visual

Audio Tape With Printed Material - An audio system that uses a tape recorder/
rreprc ducer to record sound on magnetic tape that may be played back upon request,
Printed materials such as texts, worksheets, PI schematics, test materials, etc., used with
audio tapes offer a variety of training applications.

Classroom - Traditional A classroom designed and equipped for an instructor to
lecture, lead group discussions, conduct rp er and pencil tests and use instructor con-
trolled audio-visual aids.

Filmstrip Projection System With Audio - A sound filmstrip projector represents a
family of audio-visual devices using singleframe visual filmstrips with sound on magnetic
tape or records. Visuals and sound may be manually or auomatically synchronized, or
be completely independent of one another. Commercial equipment options include front
or -rear screen projection, remote and stop action capability, and cartridge loading models.

Filmstrip Projection F37-stcm With Audio and Adjunct, - A system for
prrsenting information via a filmstrip projector and synchronized audio tape or film
sound track. The use of adjunct equipment with the AV media provides the capability
for a variety of "hands-on" training tasks to he performed,
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Moticin. picture Projection Sys,' *otruntircial, 1.::-.1.\1_and Super 8:\1:11 Films -A motion picture projection systew. dnplying tho ! use professionally prepared commor=ciat 1i3mrn or P.nrn sound motion picture lilms for trianing. Appropriate iftinni orS--;:ilnri projector and projection screi.91 are included.

Nlotion picture Proje,...±don SVStelll - LOW 13micret ltrAl..1 and Supc!- FilmsA notion picture projection system implying Ilit t1O of locally produc d sound motio
picture films for training. Such films are iicceptable for training, hat often kick the pro-fessional quality of commercial films. Appropriate Nimm or S-8nun projector and pro-jection tierce aro included.

hr,-)14-,i'm VI, WI I h. I Ii. II ie theoretical configurationof a trainm, system IC) support individualized mitruetion composed ot nucwimagery ii:m information man format. microlorm prt-:-,ctor. inaild tally
iiiilio CaStiet It playback tmit.

Instructional Kit With Instructor - A teaching kit designed for specific subject areainstructional support. Kit tillows the instructor to use a varied or multi-level teaching
stlate:4y .ipproach to Instruction hy including iippropriatc visual aids, audio tapes, models,charts, demonstrators, reference and test materials.

Instructional Kits for Trainees - A modular instructional kit designed for studer...
that contains all materials required for a segment of instruction. Kit may contain pro-
grammed instruction, audio visual materials, tools, materials, typical samples, referencematerials, and testing materials as appropriate.

Overhead Projection System With Instructor - A system consisting of a horizontalstage projector designed to use a vertical throw for focusing an enlarged transparencyimage upon a projection screen. An operator is normally required to change thetransparency and furnish verbal commentary.

Sound Slide Projection System - A system for presenting information to means of
an audio tape and a series of synchronized projected visual slides. The use of adjunct
equipment allows the system to be used in support of "hands-on" training.

Teaching Machine - Branchingil Still Visual With Audio- An instruction device com-posed of large step multiple choice programmed instruction frames (still) with synchronizedsound and a manually controlled device to select, sequence, and display program framesin an order dependent upon the trainees last response.

Teaching Nlachine -13ranching, Still and Motion Visual With Adatio An instruction
device composed of large step multiple choice programmed instruction frames (still andmotion) with synchronized sound and a manually controlled device to select, sequence,and display program frames in an order dependent upon the trainee's last response.

'leaching Machine - Branching, With Adjunct Equipment - An instruction device
composed of large step m,dtiple choice programmed instruction frames (still or motionwith or without audio) with a manually controlled device to select sequence and displayprogram frames in an order dependent upon the trainee's last response. Associated
with this equipment is a second piece of equipment, such as a mockup, which is the
_subject of instruction and is operated according to instructions from the basic teachingmachine.
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Teleconference System = A telecommunication z--;ystetri that allows audio and visual
iwo.wity communication 14-:,twecti two or more ren)ti, locations.

colovision Ca Ide WAIT): A hybrid CCTV system offering selective, multiple
channel, encoded programming to cable network patrons. A typical system consists
ot a signal receiving ante system for the master station and relay (if arriplifled signal
channels via area substations to system subscribers, Pro-rranuning filly also be generated
and transmitted between substation offering Tie opt ions for coraerence (Cr trait-1111V.
Provri_uns are iei ded for In. :V and control. of viewing audience.

Television - Choi Circuit ((1 \'i Vithoui Feedback = CCTV 'vi hih'k
1 1C ii 110!

_

PM- :hid sound using a coaxial cable distribution
:ystem. Svtein design inHudes one or more studios (Cr control rooms, a signal tisirilni
lion center, and siglIal terminating in reception areas equipped \vitt)

Iv'! Anonitors, Off air, live or video taped ureic may lie used,

Television Portable Video Tape System = A low cost video tape recording and
plavbaek Tyrical cor.,-,;,t
or two mobile VU CC cameras, small scan video tape recorder ( l& WI and a monitor
receiveii. Immediate area programming and open brozalcast reception and recording is
standard,

Carrel- AV Equipped - A small enclosure or alcove incorporating a desk used for
individual studies, supplied with audio and visual materials and supporting equipment,

Carrel Laboratory - \ small enclosure or alcove incorporating a desk, to be
Lv Oile Or WO trainees eqUipped With a set of special tools and materials for carrying
out a hands-on learning event. It may include audio-visual systems.

Computer Assisted Instruction ('Al)( - A form of individualized instruction that
employs a digital computer technology to manage and display information to a student,
accept student responses, provide knowledge of results, and select subsequent learning

Computer Assisted Instruction -PLAT() IV Basic Configuration - An individualized
computer based teiiching system being developed by the IJniversity ol Illinois at tirliana-
Champaign, and includes up to .1096 terminals, a c_iommunication network, a central com-
puter and the author language TUTOR,

yprnp.w.or Assisted Instrucnoti = PLATO Basic Configuration and Audio_- System
includes basic configuration of PLATO IV plus a random access audio playback system,

(owl utcr Assisted Instructior PLATOIViTiasicConfigurattop With iNdjutiet
Equipment - Includes the basic terminal with externally connected auxiliary equipment,

Computer Assisted Instruction -- PLAT() tv Basic (.01-it2giTlatum Wit h _Adjunct._
Equiptuent and2Audio - rho basic terminal with externally C011iWrifl'd
itICILHICS a random access audio playback system.
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I Myr" a, part oi
rrs)!_41'1111 tly lIi niput.,- tranic tiiterinines !Ktr,tiiwt,,f 4 its mput,_, 111,"(1

inane Suoulitti )11 A trainee --Aatioi minter Ltvin-m:t: I din= a traincf, sidoc1 it computcr ion emor 4IL mcnI hoc! and run ,h,trihino iorformano suntilateciitv t>1 t'c>I1tiitliitl5.

mputel Solit i \Vith Vkiial day Any'!l )1trlit1I 111 u i/Ct NV( to Lt single player iind cornputer \-ith visual attachinciii:;(hi' it !IVIIZIMIC InlIdel sorne real \\-orld system or event.

ional twunpnient With Nlanttals - A unit ional equipment mgfor In'- trainin, Illrpo.,, with H111)011,1;1 doknmentation such
guides, maintenance manuals and parts lists. )lay be an electronic blackrifle, or In is I ')Slially iiSSOCIateS with 111(11VRILIrd training leading to team training,

ional - Real Envirorunent - An imal system used for trainingsuch as an aircraft, shit or track vehicle. Part tusk, in conjunction 1,vith or independentof normal operations, A forma-(ice aid is inherent in trainer usage.

- machine, apparat_pitiwr (timid -I that synthetically reproduces a condition or conditions of an operationalsystem. It !nay or in:ly ii it physically represent the opmitional ystcrn, lint will func-tionally' alloys- an individual or crew to practice operational tasks in at (iordance withtraining objectives.

Operational = Synthetically - An _ that is usedfor t raining by interfacing input equipments in the form of tapes, black boxes, or com-puters. Such input equipments present programmed data to the operational systemallowing it tic he used tor training or evaluative purpc, Nlay he used for part task,full task, sub-team. multi-tam tr;iiHng, or (ionthimition' iiitiof. A performance aid isinherent in trainer usage.
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t..Ill,, :11111 pttrnrt.11:tt- tt: tt...
th.titszi-ted for Htt-1 1111 titttizt=ittttitittrait 1,1111)Inatittn--: 1,1111111-

titttt!- t I t LIV ittd Ii Oil = I t-,Ittnitg ;11:it I 1 titst-nttio.,t1
1/tr n ton 1! 1 Ii i 1i S111110,itt nit11111 11111111 ittluipmttnt or i-tto-tit.tnt.--; Ihttretit.I. hi It .1111ttittntt, t ht. ititeratIonai envirntimont In ',I sanntinn. iTt.rtit(tti.It ntt,tittut., 111,,,10! ,! 11. lilFifluitlllllI III .,,Itittt-ntn aspects fnLuc ttperiAttntrtAl 7\1:1\- hi - dests,,,,-neti for p:n-t
mutt traming or conihmations thercut, Adjunct ?Mk'IIIihIIili --;1-0r1014 :idaptivt, contrn1., ;t111.witinic derymnstrat.inils, enhanced dis-nitty:-., aut.nm:Ititti nrittimg ItOh1 tit-1)1-1(4.)r!g autni-nitite coarlimg, reniedial es:er-else 1'iiit till!. hr I1)ilt)w-on as512nnlet-titi.

speennen An insirnetional kIt contiumnp, samples or HilIhIhir too; liquidsiniterials that may he tested or evaluated for ident 1 'cation quality or type.

l'hysiologiLayrramer 1 list Ii Envir(nmen;) Visual = A training device designed to
stri'SS Lill I ht hUnlan vltiiilil systenk, flirough the use of physiolotZicallyII Hr psychologically adverse or how threshold visual signals, to enahle a trainee tolearn to hoicion in this iidverse environment.

Trainer (ilosti)e Environmenii) Surface and Internal Sensei-;= A hroadcate,gin-y of traininil devire.c designed to provide the cutimiqws, kinesthetic, and olfactoryiiensors with physiologically and/or fisvehpliocally advorse to enahle a trainee tofunction in adverse pressure, ferriperi4ture, pain, or disorientating motion environments.

Visual Only

Fiineit rip Projection System - A single triune projector or attachment thereto thatwill accept Ii fiItiislrim format and project the f tipon II yieying screen, ,.it,;Suomi Filmstrip Proioction System,



htpformat ion Nlapping - iic r .-irnagery, such microfilm, e.-Thd as a
-medium) of intro -Itu tion with the additional requirement that each block of in fk:rmation
he clearly identified as introduction, overview, test, review questions, index, and other
discrete titles, and that each type of information he positioned in a standard location

hin the medium format.

Microform With Information \iaupmg and adjunct 1)1110111, -The theoretical
configuration of a training system to support dividualized instruction composed of
microlmagery in an information map format,

t microform projector, and a piece of
auxiliary eottioniint. is h as 1 \vim

Slide r System -
will accept a static H. 2- slide and protect the (!ottu I image upc a viewing
screen.

= A clze;s .,-;1 !le fran iicture p lectors that

it - The repre:-.Titatu dynamic cteristi
puotograpiL-i, and lists

-lance characteristics on. ta- specified conditions. This inform lion is presented in
such a way that the trainee can study the initial performance of he system, change
inputs to or elements within the system and note changes in the performance of the
system.

pox
Teacl ingNlachine Linear, Still_ Visual An individualiaid instruction systep, coin-

fixed linear sequence of small step programmed instruction frames (still)
manually controlled device to display the information.

Teaching Machine - Branching, Still Visual An individualized instruction ,ys_ t-
ut:unposed of large stop rip,ILiple choice programmed instruction frames (still) and a
manually controlled device, to select, sequence and display program frames in an order
dependent upon the trainee's last response.

Print Materials

Case Study Folder - A folder of detailed background information on a problem
requirin;t a decision or plan of action; to be read by the trainee prior to his (1) making
a decision on how to resolve the issue, and (2) participating in a critique on various solu-
tions, Various forms of folders are used in support of such methods of instruction as
the Case Study, Incident and In-Basket methods of management and leadership training.

Flash Cards - set of cards designed to be used by an instructor in front of a group
of trainees to drill the group in the recall of memory type information.

Printed Materials - Handouts I landouts are a class of printed materials issued to
a stutlent for his use and retention to augment regular instructional materials. They arcusually instructor prepared, machine copied materials of ,Inc' or two pages highlighting
specific topics or updating existing materials.

Printed Materials - Performance Aids - Performance aids are a class of printed
materials that aid in job performance by providing data that should not he commute

memory, such as checklist routines, tables, equipment test tolerance matrices, and
the like.
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Prinited Ileferonce Books Hefercni ciiiiss of printed materials
a at tilentif:: certain ii. a or for si kLuiia i irtHrUlat)P. 111C7(110-
peilios or technical

Printed Aucrials = Reference Cirorti liiference churls :tn it chi-is f printed rnateruil
11u-ion-lift faits or for kick-
grourid itli.rriiatiii Ini.lu[ied all data ch;iriiii, senemicic di:Le-rams, topogritohicA maps,
ini Iii fe

trIntil - scortnt4 mute' toils include eyiercises
in a- t'WljtifivtIOn With Staild:Ird curriculum, proimuumed instruction or

1W (.`ioctropjraplur or milts sense minerials i-icored iiy la vs
cir iicoupunir, punch ;Ind other inecilionc cluinucidly
scored miiteruils, hiiv ii the capahility of providinif neitr feed-

k without the no of prohmg,q1

Printed orkhook - Vorkhooks are class of printed miiterial used to
inwiment or replace regular mstructional texts providiniz, 0 II a. i I ni f(!r1110tiOn
mild prowl ice exiircli-ics v.itlii 1 inlc ook

Printed Nlaterial - Texthool; TeNooks aro it o material dealing v.nth
ofa subject of study, intemied for use at a specified level Of 111!--:1 rtict ir-)n and used its ti

principal source of study.

Programmed Iext - Branching printed text containing frames of information
and multiple (imice questions concernintr, the irdormation, orp,anw,ed in such a way that
the trainee's ell(;) TH;pon.-a, direct,r, him to remodial Irunies or adyinccd material, as
appropriate. Tht material is carefully sequenced, tested, and revised to ensure that a
specific student population will achieve stated hehavioral ohjective with i predetermined
level Of success.

Pyogrammed Text - Branching With :\diunct Material/Equipment - ['ism] with adjunct
materials or equipment, a wide range (DI trammu, application is available,

Programmed Text - Linear - A printed text containing It fixed sequence of small
frames of information usually in the form of (piestions requirin2 the trainee to construct
a simple vritten response, which IS immediately evaluated. The material is carefully
sequenced, tested, and revised to ensure that a specific student population will achieve
stated behavioral objectives with a predetermined level of success.

Programmed Text - Linear With Adjunct !Material/Equipment - Used with ;:. junct
material or equipment, a wide variety of training iipplication is available,

Study Card Sots - A deck or decks of cards designed to present training information
Id) an individual student,.
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Special and Non-Standard Items

Autoniatic Raters informal Training = A il lectro-mcchanical respons ratingdevices used primarily for informal refresher typo training. Typically, a gaming approachis used to of f(..ir multiple choice type tiestions Lo 1.11e rznneo... Immediate feedback upon
aim,o,ver choice selection is gro.in ii OW P)rill Of niz.ni, or item i;iOf( z.S v;e11 ascumulative score .

Hidstudies, w:hout audio-visual or laboratory equipment,

Dodt-Vourself Kits type of instructional kit containi: instructions and materialsfor fabricating a usable product, iieii ii klt t tiN practftal "liinns-on" training li illownw.theo-aleai

eoLi.%-on t-ams or in1 b,i,.111.1,
governed by rules, where the contest is a dynamic model of some r,-al iiurn Isplayed v;ithout the aid ol a computer using gaming techniques.

GarnU - Man ual - Any C011t0St betWITI1 tuanis or individual players,
govevned by rules, where the contest is not a dynamic model of soiru real sYstem, and
I. played without the aid of a computer.

Lame - Computer Supported Simulat nal - Any contest_ governed by rules, betl,veen
teams o' whirt I ft -muritust is a dynamic model of some rea( system, :inda computer is used in Iforming some of the calculations :aicessary for the operation
tai the model as in c,Jrnputer supported v,zi.f gaming.

Logic Trainers A class of trainers that synthetically allow electronic, met:halm:Id,fluid, or gaseous conceptual system logic training without the LISO of actual hardware,

Mockups, Pancls, and Demonstrators - Dynamic - A visual training aid that allows
an instructor to demonstrate manipulative principle, movement in time or space, stepsof a procedure, linear effect within systems or changes in condition of equipment or
systems through one or more operating

Models Static Mockups - Small Scales A three-dimensional training aid built
to scale and representing operational equipment. It may be a solid or cutaway model
capable of disassembly by which spatial and/or sequential relationships are represented.Also included are !avout_ models, recognition model sets, and terrain or topographicalmodels.

Mockups, Panels, and Demolish-Mon; Static A training aid used to demonstrate
relative shape, size, composition or function of an object or system by a visual-cognitiveprocess performed hy the trainee. Such non-moviii-:, ro::! 05 ":,;ctlf.,,(.1'. aids include cut=
away models, diagrams, blow-apart hardware displays, etc.
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JOB AID FOR

REVIEW AND SELECTION OF EXISTING ;ATER::

{SD

Manual

This is the 11th in series of ISD Job Aids for use in instructional design and
development. This volume is to he used as a supplement to the primary document
"Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD 111.3 Review and Select Existing
Material." The flowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples,and references provided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchart

request it from your supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, "he/she," the terms,
"he," "him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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K -4

--Go he. RQV.LCly c, td Sae
b Aid aLe about?
GOAL

o Ma_

The purpose of this job aid is to help you evaluate existing materials in order to
determine their usefulness in your training program.
Since the cost of developing new materials is so high, your goal is to retain as
many existing materials as possible. 'Phese can be Mcorportited into new
course just as they tire, or after revisions have been made.

OBJECTIVES

1. Given a set of existing ma ri analyze' the materials to determine if the
materials, parts of the materials, revised versions of the materials will lie
useful for the instruction you are developing.

2. Given the appropriate worksheets and instructions for filling them out,
docuinent ti- iiaterials examined :aid the outcome of the examination,

PR DU

This job aid will result in a list of all existing materials which have been con-sidered for use in your course development activity, Each item of material is
evaluated as to whether it should be accepted or rejected for use in your course.If the material is to be accepted suggestions for revisions (if needed) are documented,Each item is therefore classified as:

a) accept for use without revision
b) revise for use
c) reject



e OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN REVIEWING AND SELECTING
EXISTING MATERIALS

Step 1. Identify potentially useful materials from sources such as
a. references identified in the job aid (listed on Reference Review

Sheet A)

DA Pam 611-11 or 61142
c. supervisors
d: other subject matter experts
e. your own personal experience in the area

Step Obtain refe:ences
Step 3. Identify and record specific items of material identified in the references
Step 4. Examine each item of material in terms of how well it matches with:

a. trainee characteristics
b. learning guidelines
c, proposed delivery system
d. proposed management plan

Step 5. If examination indicates material is useful but would _require revision,consider whether revisions would be less costly to make than to developnew material.
Step 6. On the basis of Steps 4 and 5, above, determine and record whetheritems of material should be:

a: accepted as is
b. rejected completely

revisedspecific suggestions for revision are recorded
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WORKSHEETS USED

The tables on page K-7 thru K-10 are samples of Reference Review Sheet A
(front and back) and Reference Review Sheet B (front and back). The front
side of Sheet A and both sides of Sheet B have been filled in to show how
the forms look when completed.

DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHARTS

The flowchart on pages K-46 and K-47 shows the steps in the use of the Job
Aid for Review and Selecting Existing Materials. The flowchart will be useful
to you in getting a clear picture of the overall process used in this job aid. A
more completely described flowchart is provided in Job Aids: Descriptive
Authoring Flowcharts, (ISD III.3 Review/Select Existing Material),
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Table K-7

Completed Reference Review Sheet A (Front Side)
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Table K-8

Blank Reference Review Sheet (Back Side)
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Table K-9

Completed Reference Review Sheet B (Front Side)
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Table K-10

Completed Reference Review Sheet B (Back Side)

Wm* INIOWar41
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,,a1 ad la

al, 4.. 0- vA A ?- Caeran

JelP4,46v14e

ra4dan add ifivs47-a4-,
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from block 4 and 5

Idg0p1y Iht Tip. 01
1011ucltun ^Nu M..
Iztfgn AllEgnetlio

Uevaitip

to block 7

1.5./ iItlude
a famplale raildaw tautse

cfjfiitiflufidentECM111,g aTLC it.ir7r1
OT IELIFOIS

lurfhe, wafAntl, StO btluxv

Why iz the type o ,CYTI p o /Eta

Prior to the actual entification and examination of potentially useful items of
instruction material it is important for you to have a clew picture of the type of
instruction that is to be developed. This will include such things as:

A list of the tasks to be included in the instruction
Job performance measures (performance descriptions)
Clearly stated learning objectives for each task

d. An understanCing of the entry characteristics of the student population
e. What delivery system(s) is to be used for the instruction (e.g., lecture,

demonstration, 'FEC lesson, film strip, etc.)
f. Etc.

After identifying the type of instruction that is to he developed and obtaining
a clear picture of what it should include, you are ready to begin searching for
materials that may be useful, with or without modification, in the instructional
development process.

K-11



irom block 6

r

A !1

ti , r .p
A

4.1mz

Nie

tt)t-ritack 9

; ft

What doco RR Sheet A Zook LLiae tok iden_tt-
oxrnation tuts beet tecoiLdect?

Example:

1St) 111 3 Review /Select Eciq Mdletials

mos c...m ,) H
LEvai

Prittfiattaen La-rid
y

PTtFoIrtt Affny 1.1

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET A

D.1,0 /4//t/
3FC °RP

A, FT, Flefe!ences ij rAt F s.imitred

ear (4,1

r"tr_ e.rrirrt,,,Prq DA PC, J51 PI
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!Wm III 140, P,

1,140114 00:00, 04m=
'4 Ix 41014
1=r in= 1=01 V00 VW
if=in
(4=4,041 4 kill !irate 1 A i

Ui tdUCk

= Iii es=0,

What doe/5 RR Sheet A Zook Zike when the name(6
o pite.sext cout6es) itecmded in Sac-tLon

Example:

1SD 111 3 1q==view/Selert Exishnq Materials

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET A

11411 Shot

HOS a414
. Date ivity,,e.

dI L41 Y N.3rru, 6FC To h.
und. 00,0.100,nont Lis_114_ on.

c ricm ) Arrr,y

V'T IFOSIi I Army i:=0014($) 14 =0=1 aQ,b,,,,. ii-118 Off c_Soidic,..

Airny
. .

A0040,40401 of 1400= C.11:1 P0= 0,1 Ai

A040, t_;441000,41404 Citit 004000! DA Pt,, 740

1=4== 01 DS Itiy M,,i P4100, DA P,Pil 1,18 I

100,40=40 F1,1171,11 Salim! 1,4111010 hi! UiII (.0,10 49,14.0,14,,000 4.01, .- 0,1

USA11 CW.=-Watateate Ctiates 1111 Fitti IS Ii

0,00,44,0, le=f0=t=4 14400=0 1143104

tt.taaarol, i. 0.1114=0441= 1,4310 '2

If C ht.ina=1
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itor0 WOO. 9

III

tit 444..1 (Atte,
Beget fr

4AtIttrots
I Ilft

A

III Sheet A

Alit, cithitti
ft !Alio A

h tA

utl slangier rl A,mY

s III apple i

pl ,,eotti that sh,ohl h fgaffiirlefi

it AAA, At4tAtt,t1 are 4titlAtI el ++n I rag

tt _loot

o) block

Iliw

How do T identgy and tecotcd Puny e- -nce
Identifying Army References Materials:

There are standard references that should be checked in order to identifymaterial related to the tasks to be included in the instructional material youare developing. These references are shown in Section 1 of the Reference
Review Sheet A. These references should certai.dv he exannned. Other sourcesof potentially useful materials will include:
a. instructional materials used for other Army MO which may include taskssimilar to the ones for which you are developing instruction. Cheek withpersonnel working in these similar MOSS to identify potentially usefulmaterial.

your supervisor, or your own pae 1 c::irericnc es.

Recording Army References:

Space has been provided on RR Sheet A in Section I for recording other
'Ices additional space is required use the back side ofArmy r

RR She

K-14
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does Raetence Review Sheet A took tike ate/L
Army to etences have been iLecoAded?

Exmrple:

ISD III 3 Review/Select Extsttng Materials

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET A

(RR Sheet Al

di LAtsti_

lostnortion Urtolos DAyolopmAntw_./ -

1 ///.447f
You, Nam. 5 Fd_j644

SECTION I: Army RelotAnors

Flruent Atmrs CsAnso10 (IS Ordyl ttit Skth of #A S-0/771rAst.

Attoy ROtArenotts t.t be SitamioAd

An000ncyrnynt oI U S Army CillIfifigfiarifiCe Cclunfl IJA Apo 351 20

my C.rin ri Comte Aggtsm DA Pam 350 2

loos, U 5 Amoy M@IDrl FiCtutti = OA P.m 106 1

loStritros clArrIA School T- my lot 000 Co!...oi told C-3,1dity P.O.....! AlifIV

U/Af CogInpunOtnce Cgotigi OA Atm 360 6

UtidtotststAy ol SettootAl MARLA, 1143100

616Itotstsetby 01 f,eld 61401.01 TM316 7

s c kurmal

_LI F n f
yieg4 Tc4A To - - 7? 7

-SION it RigletAA.1 (Adm. C71 edtotootd

0Et.p410,11 Spot..'., Code A., t pr,f
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from Iflock 10

01% Aim 611 11
000 00.6.0.0,,1
C,,,PftiOn Ted/

to HOCk

0/. Kim hIl 116,.a.r1t1 nectrwy 161mo-406010 ccInve76ng a,mr WS'Sf .tkd 1.114m,441.4.41111

LIA K011611 11 ,0,1,ces 0/1 1111611 I/ it fill 11 iy ovd
OA kern 611 If he 010

i tl440.

What t.6 VA Pam 617- and 01 can I 6ind

The Do .1..)coupational Conversion Table is a compilation of all enlisted occupa-tional specialities in use in the Armed Services, arranged under common DoD
occupational groupings and a numerical coding system.

o DA Pam 611-11 Department of Defense (DoD) Occupational Conversion Table isavailable through your supervisor, MOS library, or school library.*

VA Pam 617-11 impoAtant?

If an c :cup tional specialty appears under one or more services, you can bealmost certain that those services have an appropriate training program forthat specialty.

If training programs exist for that specialty, then training materials also emsfor those programs.

Training materials that other
DA Pam (311-11 is important.

*DA Porn 611=11 rrpld__rs DA Pa
can be used.

K.16

rvices provide may be of use to you, therefore,

611-12. If 611 1 is no iivailable DA P _ 611-12



from hook 11

to block 14

13

404+1,e thint:
[3A Pam GI I )1
Uettrbc, 1971 V.

Ft?' 41 ft
lethh.. 1010 I

..1

A P001 fill 1
crrin.ng
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from blocks 12 and 13

k.mme OA Pam 51111
fa !dandy Any Saatchi)
Yoh Omuroi.go41
SowIty Bads to
Array ifiCfS

to block 15
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from Work 14

P(..) Nock to IJIL.Ok 1 i

utt do e6 RR Sheet A Zook ale when oecupationaticzj cod othoL.,smviee6 have been
iiozoiLded?

Exam Wel:

ftzo -a:.a 5/07

Sf II()N II Fief vf.,P$ !A f, ..tIlmed

0311-\\

CII1IN PH

1-1-)I (Li
K.19



L(2_tt CO

Ltl.(_t

K.20

mrn

the. fte,() ci,Y
caupatco

othJA
_ 1,13 (_c,(1..Le_tiC-3.

Identifying References from Other Armed Services:

IS arida -1 to terenc es from other service: is below

SOURCES OF TRAINING COURSES AND 1NSTRU .1 AL MATERIALS

l rtension Institute: Cat,
\ir I Tniversit inter

Air Force

Inst letor's C=luicle to Surviv El Training
Tropic Infor lation Center

CIItI
Alai)

1. Extension Course Institute
, 197,

A DTICTUB-G-1 1 1 , Arc i >Desert-
v.vell Air Force base, Al ihctnta.

Mather Air Forcer Base Learning Center Catalog, Heaciquart( 323d FlyingTraining Wing Mather An Force Base, C.tliforithi, 95655 1973.

11S,\FForrrial SchnolsCatalogNr\I 50-5. I lead( uar
1,1:zt,Thinaon, 20:330, 197:3

NOTE Addi Sonrces
ng Standards

risc, usAl, L'
Teel

nil areer 1)i,\. 1 )ment

I'tlurines

Ii t. School Extension Catalog. Director, Extension Scho_
NICDEC, VirOni:i, 2213,1.

Nlarine t_
States Mari

List;, -pecialty

Formal School Catalog, MCO.P1500 12E, I- leadquartc
Corps, Vashington, DJ__; 197:3.

Marine Corps Inqtitute Ilan 12th Editio, MCC -P1550.111. Dir
Corps Institute, Marine 13;:irraeks, I3ox 1775, Washington, D,C,, 1973.

Marine



Navy

Catalog of Navy 1frioHnig Courses (Vols. I md 111). NAVEDTR A 105(1d,
Chief of Naviil Eduezii.ion and Tr:_iining Support, l'( nsiwola, Florida, 1321.1-)08.. 197-1.

1?ocumentary Film Catalog (Revision No. .1;. NWC-TP-1-784=REV=1. Commander,
Naval Weapons Center, Cuwa Lake, California, 9;3555,

Films on (2coanograpliv. Catalog Serit..s, N()Iit:-C-1. (1.S. Naval Oceanographic
Data C'enter, I.Va:;11ington, 20:39(), 1963.

\lotion Pieture Catalog of Films Availahie Through the Extern-al Rotations
Group Motion L'ic tare Project, `1(3-533A. Commi:m*der, Naval Air 1.\,/ terns
Command, Washington, D.C.; 20:360. \ttention: ,1111?,-(30,1A1, ltha

WILL7.-t du e.,s RR S [Lee A took
tom °that have,

Example:

Ft=

agot, ./.(1(1.0}Lailec,o

eJL =tecok.dcld?

Ca.i-m19j or' Navy Trod,. Cavezz -N4KED TV.? 105
;,&fjC,At : 1'1

Cb../ 2M tt,rt H 4n id if 11C.0 s-c
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Hotx

K.72

1 _1 _ (2. / C_

c Identifying References Fran
partial r

1 _ = , provide() 1 dow:
frc

r Sources:

-, It

rp

OTHER FEDERAL GOVERNMEN I SOURCES

f Wan

Info-matt (ERICi, National Center I'tir ;Alueati -nalane;,1 - larvland
Aati---,fungton,

. ii I CilLer for Scionci and T-chnol Lil rt ss, Eir:4,Ind Independence Avian Southeast, 111ishington, 2

Report Iiihkovraphy, Defense Documentation Center, Defense Supply gency,Aileron Station, Alt_.;,:anorela, Virt,inii 2'2:111.

(dovcrnmon
t110 N:Ition;d Visti;11

:i.talog ). lotion Pict tires :mid Finns or Salo In/rater. National Archives l'uhlicai ion No. 7(1;3.i, 1).C,

OTHER GENERAL SOURCES

piroctory 1 Education I I n forni_adori
I n fi-n-rnatii»1 (.'ori)i.witt INow "1, 1971.

FHA(' pot m-nem. rodu
uul Avontle, Beth

t( C'tearitignouse
nuinica don 16,searcl1

ykind, 20

Eiltica _mat N1ocli Tlinology. Ins it
llniver.sity, Stanford, Cali l'orniik, 'I I IOU

Ethit-1 1'111 1 1 ( Vol. I I. I nstructIonal Mato-, Eishor I., ,rliwyoucl I (,)71,

Now Educational 1970 CHIlion Press Now \



CO hitt do es RR S he.e_t A Zo o k Eike, oHiteit t ,tePiLektc.c!A
!on? othoit ,,ocno.ce,s have beii itL,_aoitchIct?

ExamiT:=:7

!it 1 !ii Fh t.,

G V C-,21 0, 0-, t CO--*./ P#

)
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f-tc,, to do I o boi tILc mttcL. om an Cx
Co Lc u6 C 0 titL6 MOS?

0 Materials may be obtained through ,,.our supe_ asor, MOS library, or sekuloi
library.

.e3 Obtain ;ill materials iext.000ks, tapes, graphs, oft, ) Irom(-ourse and hold for further evaluation,

o Remember, the purpose of this job aid is to:

Retain as many existing materials as possible!

0 Thus, the host place to start is with miW..rial that has already been used in a
eourse dosemed to train soldiers or this ;\10S.



)0c0 t: 20 and 21

How do 1 obtaiR ALL -/aLeiLeKce,:s fulcod OR
RR Shea A7

o These reforencts may also he obtained through your supernsor, MOS hbrary, OFschool library.

O Some references may he more easily obtained than others Vor ane, youshould be able to obtain Army references in a short amount of time. Referencesfrom other services or other sources may take tiger.

o Obtain all those references that are availahle a :tmount of time(e.g,,, 1-6 weeks).

K-26



What do R She._ at A Lo o1 6teA ,t/LC ±Lo,c1.,50

çu Lo U) C ILCI

Example:

F.,(1%11r1O

REF EREAE REVIE'd SHEET A

itii A:

Y.

= 5x .r rjlt

F, Zh #-A, ? 2 -d

f
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what dcc. iJ R eet k (lc. a t{? t hc LciLca=
n FL or-077a.t..(ion JI.d L .L(24:, havc. 11- _(' LL LLF

Example:

ISD in 3 S,IeLt Eri,owq Mn

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET B
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Whczt cuic. "appiLowLiate" c 1LC,5 RL how do
LOO k theill up?

Appropriateness of Entry:

Appropriateness of the entry is Nasal on the description of the material that
is glyph in the catalog.

In order to judge the appropriateness of a piece of material from the descrip-
tion given, ask yourself the following types of questions:

From the description given, does the piece of material seem capable
of convevim the inftnination that you need to teach one or more
tasks IN ..dr course?

For instance, suppose the MOS is "Military Police,'' then the following
description of a film may stigkest a piece of material that initially
Seems appropriate.

-11- 19-1806 Military Police Support in Amphibious
Operations (ii&W-=14 min-1953) Depicts the duties and
functions of the nviitary police in support of a cOrn-
billOCI amphibious assault."

2) From the description given, does the piece of material sem to z,ei-o in
T, ,;orne p_spect of what needs to 1'' tau;_-4Th in your course?

For imi.ance, does your course need to train the skills with shoot metal?
the following description of a film may suggest a piece of

material that initially seems appropriate.

"Nil.' 55-8525 Machine Methods of Forming Sheet Metal
li&W----20 in n= ) ( Adopted Navy film) I low to curve

sheet, metal and shape curved parts.-

1 K-79



lf the I-I-tutorial relate=: _ equipment, 1
equipment currently n use 111 your MOS?

For example: It you were reviewing a course for finince ,rks
winch explained the useoF the mm, ual adding machine!, and your

-ctive.-: specified the: --f the electronic calculator,
then that particular piece of rit,terial would not. he suitable.

FromFre tledo ¢Hon given, d3es the piece of material require equipment
that you know will not he available for training?

For exiunple: You are developing a course for a lab technie an and
terial im.ludes u specimen of a particular virus, which must lw

vie hrough electron microscope uhm>roco mun avail-
able, this you cannot use that specimen.

1 is tilt'

o WI? of Catalog:

Since each ea log/index may differ in he way It R sot up, ber are se
ways of looking up mate,: il in which you ure :sted.
Check the front of chcamR2GK guidelines on the nse of that )articuhircataly,,.

K-30



f O2,11 1:)10,',, 27

to block 20

What do e,5 R! Laze kLC _

pote.atLat tc-Lp-1.5 riateitia1
Exam p:

Par

1SD III 3 Rfw/Solect ExiNtAng Mo"

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET B
Wit !A-2,r!

/// 9L/ 7 2

;FC,
02 1

P421,,.11, ig roo

_ r-AD /2,28-4
Th. PM.
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31

Hobo do 1 obtai thc matmat itec_oitded in cotumn
o RR Sheet 6?

,75 Materials may be obtained through your supervisor, MOS library, or school library.

o Some material (e.g Army material) may be easier to get than others. Obtain
all material that L available within a reasonable length oi time (e.g,., 416 weeks).

K-32



In your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development process you may
have discovered additional information that think may he useful to peopl who will
he working insteps that follow. If so, it is equally important that you pass this infor-
mation on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRucTioNAL
DEVELOPMENTFOR SUCCESSFI__IL MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENrc.

* A copy of the !SD COORDINATION SIIEET can he found at the back of this
manual. Make sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individual
you wish to communicate withplus wines for your recor0s.

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy to the
individual and attach one copy to the worksheets you used in this job aid.

K.45
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f torn tfl,Jci,

doeL, RR Sheet 3 too /a ,Ciko_

wIcavAnty o6 ma-teAs ,!Lo_cloiLdcd?

Ex mApre:

!SD II

REFERENCE REVIEW SHEET B

.11 1,7,e4f vii,,, Iiiuii TApF a

CAI 1

A,

r.0
1A. p n 41,4

.1

7-,

f...1 4
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31 ar

Hoi do 1 Scan t, )iuutt
e Scanning.

Nlaterial should he quickly looked-
matches the description given in the

ermine
For example:

Suppose the catalog description said the item of material explained
tune an engine. You quickly scan the material and see that what thepartkm#

material really does is deserihe how a well-tuned eiwine should perform_
The description of the material and what the material actually does do not
match., Thus, this material is of no further use to you.

Material should he quickly looked over to see whether it is ou
example:

The description of the mat(

For

'lilt it teaches the care and maintenanc
of a particular piece ofeg%pment. However, the piece of (_-quipment has
been sufficiently updated so that the material is now out of date. Here, Loo,
the material is of no further use to you.

0 Scanning material should not be a very time consuming process, and yet, enough
attention should he given to allow you to make inibrmative judgments on whether
to hold the material for further evaluation.

K.34



N t,rn 111t)c:,

What (7100_ rilp, RR _'-',hoo.f

fulco)Lded thc_ ail&coA to witc_theA IL ma,tc_Aj_J-ti

)houtd be cActmed da)th?

Ex It

!sr, III 3 EAntts,q

REFERENCE REVIEV1 SHEET C

0
.:,11 I

Pez. "0 -,g=r0,1,t fiec,1 11 ''
" 57V..q

7

- p,,14.
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K-36

LL t cL,7 t=1,c iiLCL C. X clinia cnq X,LS LLq ))/(11-te.;Licli"?

0 When examining a piece of existing inat whether it i. a complete course,
part of a course, or perhaps only a visual :_tid from an existi.lg course, you want
to ltidg'e its us. fu! f.:r the in,-A.ruction currently under development,
judgment is hased on data already collected during the ND process, It' this data
is not avallahle to you, you may have to do a little research on your own and
rely on past. experienc" in order to make a judgment. Specifically, review the
material to see if it is consistent with the following factors:

rhoracteriAics of ywir target popnia,,ion
2) General li.-qirning guidelines

Delivery system

Man.igemenl plan

1I JJ



Hints for an tzi'fi F;tarninatinn of Existing MatPrias

I r :0 look d? osich Ce 111Zi t releronce ,1111ur judgment
(actor-41Ln,, Dame Unaractiinstics, Loarnin Guidelines, Delivery *..stenis. and
Manav'ernent an at tho same tune.

DO NOT reviow material first vith on!y one factor in rind (e.g., trainee
characterisiles) and thon antioriiii each inno
for the oiher factors. This is a wasite of time.
ibimo her, you want to make tile most lifficient use of your time and enervy!

nj rimy want to Ill ke a IOC k IS t r C:1 piece of material to keop track of
%%Inn you how consistoni it is with 'lour nictorii.

K.37



kav, 11,1(_ IC,?

® in rev-. ving material use the following
11 Is th rrr ruil consistent with 211;_tracteristics target popultition?

c39.

mu.strative requirements which involve personnyl eon-et-di:ine with
iimons anti states. The trainees' rank, security clearance, timeremaining service, etc mar exclude them irom using certain materials,

Physical requirements which include specific skills and general fitness,including age, sex, height, color perception, night ion, etc. required
for materials under review.

Academic requirements which include educational or aptitude con-
siderations, prerequisite training, English language fluency, math kGK
reading comprehension, etc. required to understand miterials und
review,



GUIDELINES (con

Is the material consistent with 7-neral lea ling N shnttlrl lie
features of all instruction

a) inform the tmnee of the objectives.
The trainee must he told specifically what performance will be expected
of him at the end of instruction. lie must also hi' told under
ditions and to what standards he is to perform.
Demonstrate the desired behavior,

material must help demonstrate to the trainee the expected perform
ant For example, if your instruction under development is related to
tfit task, "Use a lathe," it is not sufficient to give only a verbal description
of the performance. You also want to use visuals to demonstrate "how
to do

ovide for active practice.

Especially when learning physical skills the trainee must en.-1- -) in active
practice. This practice must he provided under realistic coo iditions, using
the stone tools/equipment which will niter he -ivaihible on the job,

d) Give fee.IL.,ick to the trainee.

Feedback is infol-Tri. ation which the trainee re receives after a performance.
It tells him how coyrectly he performed. Feedback can fie natural,
( i . e . , observing t ales made in a firing target), or artificial instructor's
comments). Feedback. is ustiallv more effective when g: immecliLac
after performance.

*NOTE: May not apply when I arc r-evreviewing an isultrte<<I piece of material, such as a stile err
chtirt, etc. in this C:IY' check tar see if the material could Tt consistent with tile:;' i

K -39



ADE

the material, e§geu with the
u.der developmnt.?

The Aivr system types 1- own! "nt whkl
have wen spocified
Pi-yti:T. Examples of deliver systi,2nis inn

liAts, lectures, mm onstro
progrztrnmed texts (branchin4 or linear)
Computer-n»Q ed instructioll

plaior with tutor and tests, we

Is mama ial i the flan tor Pon um!

1;it-Ki pl:in led to s.cheditle he presentation of matt-pais
and a«mm« 11 lie e%isting materials Ho Hot 11Mtch thanavement plan,
ustially the mailattc.mt,nt plan cw, hi- revised to lit the materthls.
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HOW lit' 1 11-3C1 (,.1) ti-t') 1 1.1_(= 4 t. (tC

C, her t. tire rhree caterirle Mt wlueh eA,rinte
MI ii

:Is 1);9112 Irripu:-;I} 1:1;n:(11il Cor
i()I'

1

1:i Wind) Call 10 I -; 1 '+ ':! f )1; .` a IA ) 10 'I ); ),V 11

tile

; .r ;

:\jat(q-mk, hih ;11-1. not ld run h niacie collistont wit h 11))) I our
evaluatum i:1);1))1±.. lie t1L-, the:,- :Mould uut hI revi;ed tine
;hat they wttuld 'Lisp their instrtielion;t1 value, or 111;11 It vutild

"jst iv I" pr(),Iii", 111()re ;Ipitmilnate material.

:i) itovr4e

iut nmIerials will fall int() thi:t Cat Or,rV Th0 ( eCiS ()11 t 'ViSe
r):110ria IS K reaIV"(1 lv USk 11Z 1110 tllowinu (OWS114

(tilt J11111111 lilt!1 '1 (iii 11111( `I I 1. In(

Can somethurg Ite adtlect it) the mutt ',la! h) ;mike it intire
apprountritt7

c) 'till --:()metrung he Will and someihmt4 eke Ite added to midi(' it
mom -II)proltrtate?



i ul
tic) noL

\-,111 material He in use tor a long him' so tl-iat cost ot revisions
aro Just&ed? (Sometimes loss than perreet tifiUlS should heretainer', as is heCausk: revision rusts are not just fled).
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In your research for this step of theImRuctional Systems DevelopmentDe7Gpmeatproce you may
have discovered additional information .Lhat you think may be useful peopl, who will
be working in steps that follow. If so, it is equally important that you pass this infor-
mation on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL
DEVELOPMENTFOR SUCCESSFLJL MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT,

A copy of the ISD COORDINATION SI turf can he found at the back of this
manual. Make sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individual
youwU, commmwcatewith /gcG3alryour recot-Cc

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy to the
individual and attach one copy to the worksheets you used in this job aa:L

K.45
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JOB AID FOR

DEVELOP INSTRUCTION

ISO 111.4

Manual

This is the 12th in a series of 1SD Joh Aids for use in instructional design anddevelopment. This volume is to he used as a supplement to the primary document,"Joh Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD I11.4 Develop Instruction." Theflowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples, and referencesprovided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchart document,request it from your supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, "he /she," the terms,
"he," "him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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.6 the job aLd (coL Veve, t_ing TiliS; abo
GOAL

At this point all available off -the -shel mater. als have been selected and includedin the instruction under development. Now you are ready to complete what-
ever instructional materials are still needed to produce the desired result withthe traineesthe attainment of the terminal learning objectives (TL0s).
The main goal of this job aid is to assist you in producing training materialsin the following media:

* audio-only
* audio-visual

written text

A secondary goal is to familiarize you with the ways in which the various
production personnel can help you in your efforts.
This job aid does not cover:

1) Every type of delivery system
2) Guidance for the preparation of user instructions

For this information see TRADOC Para 350-30, Block 111.4, Develop Instruction.

L-4



OBJECTIVES

) Given a list of learning objectives with their learning guidelines and activities
delivery system and management plan, and selected e xisting instructional
materials, conduct the following activities:
1) determine resource requirements
2) sort objectives according to media
3) develop first draft of materials
1) use formula to determine reading grade level (written text only)

revise reading level if necessary

Given an Instructional Development checklist in
1) the type of instruction being developed
2) successful accomplishment of development procedures for the par

type of instruction.

PRODUCTS

Use of this job aid will result in the production of first d a
materials in one of the following media:

audio-only
audio-visual
written text

and a completed checklist for the appropriate media.

O MAJOR STEPS IN PROCESS

1) Determine resource requirements
2) Sort objectives
3) Select media and develop first draft materials

audio-only
audio-visual
written text

4) Check/revise reading level of written materials

structional

L-5



WORKSHEET USED

y(lo vill find an :au1' a completed Instruction DevelopmentChecklist.

© DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

The flowchart on pag(--,s L-62 tlint L-63 shows the major steps in the use ofthe ,Joh Aid for Developing Instruction. The flowchart vill he useful to youin -getting a clear picture of the overall process used in this job iitl. A morecompletely described flowchart is providM in Job Aids: 'Descriptive AuthoringFlowcharts. pages turn LiL

L.-
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ISD III 4 Develop Instturttap

INSTRUCTION DEVE[OPMENT CHECKLIST
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DEFINITIONS OF RESOURCES AND COST FACTORS

Equipment

a. Instructional equipment includes, any item or comiunation item used for
instruction, Some examples include media hardwire -- projectors, screens,
cameras, simulators, trainers, aids, etc,

support equipment includes any item or combinc tion of items needed for
but not actually part of instruction. Some examples or support equipmentire chairs, desks, typewriters, filing cabinets, and mobile power units,

Facilities

An instructional facility is the physical complex in which instruction is eon-ducted, or the physical area which provides for the direct support for instruction,Some examples include'aissrooms, Inhoratories, carrels, or special-purpose artsuch as aircraft parking and run-up ramps, pole.climbing areas, or Site- developmentareas.

Manpower

Manpower includes all personnel required ta accomplish the missions and work-
loads, Manpower requirements for an instructional -system include instructors,
administrative personnel, curriculum specialists, writers, instructor supervisors,media specialists, graphic artists, print specialists,'TV producers, Photographers,audio producers and technicians,

Costs

Certain costs are associated with each resource. In determining financial
requiremeit:s for equipment, facilities, and manpower, consider three typesof costs:

(1) Cost of Acquiring and/or Developing the Resources. This includes
acquisition costs for instructional equipment, support equipment,
facilities, and the design and development, of course

L.12
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r;cfcltc r. I itt ttitttttt -rapher is capable ' handlini.r
pILL11 a'-=:igni-rient :Ind is ven4atile in levelopinc i, printing pictures.
Much cr,.. ive phutdgrapl is tltttte in the dart rather than with tie
c:Irr_P!-;r, I hi,rf t:nri. if
it with the photographer. would he helpful to show the photographer an
actual exaiuple (from a production or ma.,I.:17,! Ilf7ures, ctc.1 kvhat

udio . Incur (1_ , The audio producer is responsdil ducing
;Audio taia s, audio c a,settc s and studio recordings. The produce knows

tyr' iiiici-Liphi)no, :_ire suitable for different. apphcatiiins. The audio
producer tan assist in all production phases but, will he most helpful in
ltrel=tarinf the final integration of the production where the narration, music,r
tind other audio sounds af- combined. The audio producer will make certain
the audio production is crisp and clear with no unnecessary background
noises or static and that. music and voices arc well modulated,

Technician. The (electronic) technician is a specialist in the rood
maintenance of electronic equipment such as audio consoles, video 'tellers,
cameras, and tape recorders. The technician repairs equipment and is
familiar with the reliability of different makes of audiovisual hardware.
Before purchasing equipment, seek the technician's advice. It could save
needless expense later on. The technician also can familiarize the instruc-
tional designer with the operation of production facility equipment. The
technician also may be versed in the development of new equipment and in
the reliability and technical problems with differ.,nt makes of new "state-
of-the-art" equipment,
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WRITTEN TE)T

111,11)!:.; int)(1t11,-,, tttr'nn
H WliH1 ul put 111( !1i:1 ; niH (.1-

,two,t,vor. rn;illy ,,! tho
,111

;;.;, lit 11111, (,1 Pr nunmi 1f1sH-ti, [tun_

OTHER

i f the delniiery system p i s sundiJii to one id. the ;hove you may group the objectiveswith tIn iiniInr ystem, Othervoiso, pin I hen) undtir 'Thhr." job aid -will
be useful only as a wiide to the i.fineral principles of instructional di.:ivelopment,
It can not he used ;1; a procedural guidoi
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1 low do not overtv a 1.0chni1uf: 1,,ropars,h4 a script take it to the
proCiticer tor 1Us aw.ata, on how t i.-Ltke it :aost effective.

Cor of what the ID (.'hi..eklkt looks iike vhen Lechi)icins used to
:ztainulalk, :he 5010.1((1 md che(lie(i, see 0:we Ltt. Note
I-iection ntit-hher I,



How cL,,: L'cL LiL cuu:Lco s LCJ2,:r
(7_0

0 Ftiiiiittininti teal-nu-1a olitective and ti-re of an i iiiiiiitiiiii to clarifyeach nem. 1)0 not tit in f-f-forff flfiff_e fff: fffos_ffefff,-, you efto wv Lv iiIi Hoof alterthe !trio draft matcrialti have Iriiirii, Jr is nor efficient to iitirite fany worerififtn ntfcessary ror two reasons:
1 f Loss of HIM to the course writer and the student.2) When lesson mtiterials are iiiitiet?

c)i St3U1Citlit miormation than to Identity exciiiss information.
o When vritutriii, the tinal version of it i;teript, use the format. shown below. Not thatthe itti,i,ht i;ide ol the se ript contains all of lb spoken narration that will Itnii Awad,he left side ts for specilic directions such as tidding music or simnel effects.

DitectiOnS

Include any sprfoill directions on
we left side of the script, These
could toe music, sound effects , car

any other outside sources cvhaffi
vill by addict to thu bout man lit.

Format for Audio Script

Narration

Ite the Oudio that vim h (1 '.h!
Side of OW SCrIPt

Also yrite any special directfons Lai file narrator or
this side of the script. F1)1 eXartlp10, include changes in
naof, tore or intensitv, of voice arid indicate tic:of o
brackets

THE PART OF THE SCRIPT TO BE READ IS
WRITTEN IN CAPITAL LFTTENS.

Hf recto), is to the ciao ator arm ssr it liii iii liiu'mnr case
In! inns

0 For example or wh:ir the 11) klist looks like when you have prepared a leanscript in the correct formrtt, refer 1p page fi-S. Note Section I, number

1
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hay l. siunconc rcad L'itt script, to you, or at least read it aloud to

vutir,tt.lf, Do rh o tIu, or doa thc script seem disjointed? If any part
scums uncle-ar or to spar-tc, add or hlte intorrnation where nocc:-;sary.

ht.t.E.pau ;uut-u; utu. ,,vnuu you tutvi, cni.c:u-il
.t.ript for out nutty, o page Jh Note Section 1 nurnhcr 2.
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Z4

nnnetCRetk

Null @I Poke imion
Ind In Mtn/ on StrtpT

Chnkb,11

How do 1 de-tevnine -the pac,i,.ng mwsie and pau4 e c

the p,LeentatLon and indi_cate th.{:is on the )scit.ipt7
Decide where changes in the pace of the presentation can best be used to highlight
the script and maintain listener interest. For example:

If you want to tell the audience what an air raid siren sounds like, do not
describe its frequency and pitch. Instead, use a blast of a siren.
Rather than simply explaining the contents of a speech, use a dramatization.
Use appropriate music to bridge the gap between different parts of the program.
(When using music, remember that the music should not attract undue atten-
tion but shouid-complement the narration.) .

If pauses in certain parts of the -script are necessary, indicate these on the script.
Also indicate if normal pacing changeseither faster or slower.

Indicate directions for pacing in lower case letters and brackets [ on right
hand side of script.

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have indicated the
pacing, music and pauses within the script, see page L-8. Note Section 1,
number 4.

L-27
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from block 20

to block 35

Ye,

26

Flan Uo rl Nairioun
IID trirowl

!lackto 7

Of I0 400,fi,1110f1. iPc

How do I p. an the. u)s
audio ua iota ductio n?

o This job aid covers the production of slide-tape programs such as are used with
1!e Kessler Cue/See projector. With this medium you want to be sure that thevisual and audio work together to present the lesson. Keep in mind the follow-ing points when planning your narration.

Narration (audio) should be used to explain details, suggest relationships, orsupply any kind of information that cannot be adequately explained in thevisuals.

o a is Vc.de. tape_

The narration should always he related to the visual being seen. The narra-
tion should not compete with the visual by describing or calling attention todetails not in the visual. If in doubt, ask yourself "does the narration com-plement the visual?" If the answer is no then rewrite the narration untilit does.

Use the narration to identify or describe the content of a visual as soon asthe visual appears. Do not make the audience guess what the content of avisual is all about. Tell them.

Narration should always be simple. Do not use long, complicated sentencestructures w:th multiple clauses. Use a simple vocabulary. Try and strikea balance between brevity and simplicity without talking down to theaudience.

Vary the pace of the narration: Allow for breaks of silence to bridge differentvisuals or use short musical bridges that serve to vary the pace of the program.
But remember, the music should complement the overall pace of the program.Do not use loud or boisterous music that will distract from the visual portionof the program.
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from block 26

No nt Vitgels I * 1gt futthes ttsf grmatign And tee.
1[0 CheWsrl see Lei,,

to block 28

1 plan the toe o6 v.us ucx- -# 4o/r, a istid1.-tape yLarn?

No single visual (i.e., slide) should be on the screen too long. After approximately
20 seconds the audience tends to become bored and restless and easily distracted
from the program. Remember this when planning the slide-tape production and
avoid writing 40 seconds of narration for a visual that should not be on the screen
longer than 20 seconds. If a longer time period is needed to explain a visual, a
second similar visual can be planned to follow the first one. The second visual
can be taken from another angle or be a different size than the first one. In any
case, it should be different in some way but still be logically related to the first
one. Also, try to vary the pacing of the program by having slides on the screen
for different perio Is of time. When designing a program, do not think of tech-
nique first but do remain aware of the fact that the program should be lively
and interesting.
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For rurtrut .e1/Efr1141,ijil and 0.1hote,

How do I piLepate boctiLL?
Now that you have done some planning for the audio and visual aspect: of your
lesson you are ready to start the actual production of the slide-tape. Follow the
sequence suggest /,l below:

1) Examine e:.-h learning objective to determine what visual will explain
it best. The;. ,lraw a rough sketch to communicate with the artist
or photographs- your idea. Rough sketches or stick figures are called
story bouds. (An alternative is to write a detailed description of what
content the visual should contain.

2) Mount a sequence of sketches on a board so that the outline of the
sequence of your lesson can be illustrated (layout).

In addil to the sketch, which is placed at the top of the story board,
write on the bottom of the story board the narration which will accom-
pany the slide. If music is to accompany the slide indicate this also.
See page L-32 for example of completed story board frame.

Record the number of the Learning Objective that the story board
relates to.

a Igor example of what the ID Checklist looks like when these steps in the production
story boards have been completed. See page= L-8.
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Example of completed story board frame.

../.V.f74;b9C

ITE A CONDITION PART
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Ho do I etu,ew zequence o6 t bocuLdis?

The combination of all the story boards forms the script for the slide-tape pro-
foram. Therefore you want to review the sequence of the story boards.

Visualize the sketches on each story board. Ask yourself:

1) Does each picture and accompanying narration follow a logical sequence?
2) Are there any ambiguities, or gaps where information is missing?

If so, add more pictures or narration.

Run through the sequence several times to check the order.

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have reviewed the
sequence of your completed story boards, see page L-8. Note Section
number 2.
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ter below

How do I ptin and indicate the comp° .Lt on_ ohe vii.suats?
As you complete the activities below, check them off the ID Checklist (Section 2,number 3)

L.34

Be sure to provide the photographer or graphic artist with enough information asto the composition of the visual. He needs to know your plans for such things as:
What details are included
Size of the details (should certain parts of a picture be photographed in closedetail or magnified (blow-ups))?
Use of colors, highlights

Use of arrows, circles, numbers or other techniques to clearly delineate
one part from another (special cues)
Use and size of lettering on photos, diagrams, etc.

Indicate this information on the picture part of the story hoard.

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have planned thecomposition of the visuals, see page L-8. Note Section 2, number 3.
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from block 31
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to block 33

y by furihy btfornybon
$0,

the pr o s e o 6 contte, _ng h the
photogrcapheA o'L giLaphic aiuti.ist?

Whether your !;tory boards call for the use of photos or drawings, each I
should now indicate the exact composition of the desired visual.

For Photographs

If your story boards call for photographs, take them to the photographer o he
can begin taking pictures.
If he has to take on-location shots it nay_ be necessary to accompany him to
the location.

If he is to produce slides from books or manuals provide him with all necessary
details.

For Drawings

If some of the slides require the production of graphs or diagrams, take these
story boards to the graphic artist so he can begin drawing,
When the artist has drawn the visuals, take them to the photographer to have
them photographed.

You should now have completed all the visual components of the slide-tape program.

After you have completed the above, check Section 2, number 4 of the ID Checklist.

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have consulted with
the photographer/artist on visual components, see page L-8. Note Section 2,
number 4.
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How do 1 compZete -the audto poiLtion o Le h CAtt t?
You already have the narration on each frame of the story board. To write theaudio portion of the script, simply copy this narration onto the script.

Take the completed audio script to the audio producer who will arrange to havea narrator do the reading.

Note the Audio-Visual Format below.

O For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have completed theaudio portion, see page L-8. Note Section 2, number 5.

iprInat for an Audio-Visual Script

VIDEO

All the visual sequences of the
program are written on this
side of the script.

Story board pictures can be
illustrated on this side of the
script to correspond with the
narration.

L.36

All narration and specific
directions for the narrator
are listed on this side of the
script_ In an audiovisual
script all special directions
that have anything to do with
audio such as music are written
on the righthand side.
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How do I indicate the /5tide change/5.

The final production step is to indicate on the audio script where the slides
should change.

Make a small "x'- other similar type mark) on the audio script where the
slide is to change.

This mark will provide the audio producer with the required information for
synchronizing the audio and visual components of the program.

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have indicated the
slide changes, see page -L-8, Note Section 2, number 6.
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4 entenaei., .

Your purpose in j,veloping instructional materials is to help the student to reachthe terminal learning objective and its prerequisite learning objectives. The moreeffectively you ccri communicate with him, the more likely he is to learn fromyour instruction. Wherefore, it is important NOT to exceed the student's readinglevel or vocabu!%:.; level if your instruction is audio-only).
Writing that is easy r ;!ead is usually easy to understand, You should use wordsthat the student is faraC4-ir with, and put them into fairly short, uncomplicatedsentences.

The following list of guidelines for lowering the reading difficulty level of yourinstruction is divided into two sections: (1) Word Selection and (2) SentenceStructure. (Later you will be given a formula for actually measuring the readinggrade level of your materials).

WORD SELECTION

L-38

Use SHORT, FAMILIAR rds when possible.
Poor Choice

accordingly

assistance

facilitate

utilization
feasible

implement

better Choice

SO

help, aid

help, ease

use

possible

carry out

Reading studies show hat short, a- iliar words tend to communicate better.



" Use CON tETE, SPECIFIC words.

Poor Choiii

aircraft

maionly of sal-
physical needs

weapon

Better Choice

6-52

95% of soldiars

hunger and thirst

M-16

Abstract words mean different things to different people. Therefore, they can mi
your intended meaning unclear. Concrete words communicate more easily and
precisely.

Use NON-TECHNICAL words.

Poor Choice Better Choice

clavical collar hone

NCOIC non- commissioned'officer in charge

terrain ground

experimentation test

When a technical word cannot be replaced by a non-technical word, and you think
the word is unfamiliar to your student, explain the technical word in a separate
sentence either directly before or directly after its first appearance.

Of course, if your student has a technical background in the area of your instruc-
tion, technical terms are appropriate.

In the case of military abbreviations, it is sufficient to write out the complete term
followed by its abbreviation in parentheses the first time; and to use the abbreviation
every time afterwards.

Example: The non-commissioned officer in charge (NCOIC ) gave the order. The
NCOIC told the men to shine their boots.
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4. Use ACTIVE voice verbs.
Poor Choice: The statement must be updated every three months.

You must update the statement every three Months.
The truck will be driven by Specialist Jones.

Specialist Jones will drive the truck.

Better Choice:

Poor Choice:

Better Choice:

This suggestion does not mean that you must never use the passive voice. However,it should be avoided when you are writing instructions and procedures, as in the firstexample; otherwise, the job may not get done! ("Who is to update the statement,"js important to your meaning.)

5. Avoid changing action verbs into nouns.
Poor Choice: It has been pointed out that, in the Army, careful initial selection and classificationare important procedures in eliminating maladjusted personnel.
Better Choice: If the Army selects and classifies personnel carefully, it will have fewer al-adjusted people.

When verbs are changed into nouns it is difficult to tell "who did what to who

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

1. Use short, simple sentences.

Poor Choice

In the case of the habitual
offender, there is nothing to
do but remove him from the
Service: needless to say, he is
what might be termed ineffec-
tual as an officer.

L -40

e Choice

Remove the habitual offender from
the Service. He is not an effective
officer.



void StrilWS of prepositional phrases. Example: The hand of the man on dui
roof of the house.

l.-.1horten prepositional phrases,

Pooi- Ciia
in a manner similar to like
vilth reference to about
in view of the fact since

with due regard for for
in 2situation if) which when

1. Avoid wasteful words.

Poor Choice Better Choice

are desirous of want to

gained from the following source from

it is recommended that con- we recommend that you consider
sicleration be given to

is responsible for selecting selects

make provision for provide for

take appropriate measures act; do

the fullest possible extent the most

afford an opportunity allow

For example of what the ID Checklist looks like when you have checked your
writing Nr short, simple words and sentences, see page 1_,-8. Note Section 3,
number 1
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How do i dev frunct1.-

void Topic-Oriented Style

Topic-o !ntod writing places pea ce. l l tl ii ; on the rear =ing, studying, and
conceptualizing skills of the user.

lizations and concepts_ wistatute a body of knowle "al_ out" a subject area"what to do" or "how to do it ".

Topic oriented materials do not icientif

n toiling

:War user audience. A topic-oriented manual is frequently described as a general reforence text, intendedfor anyone from Private to Genera.

O Tonic - oriented writing duos not 16 ,-n-dry subject related duties and tasks,might he expected to perform then, or how any given user might perform them.The description of the "body of knowledge" may carry implications for dutyand task performance for everyone from he Private to the Unit Commander.However, it's left up to the reader to deduce from this description what dutiesand tasks should he performed, how they should be performed, and who shouldperform them,

o Do Develop Performance-Oriented Style

Performance-oriented writing minimizes demands the reading, studying, andconceptualizing skills of the user.

e Performance-oriented writing focuses on the duties and tasks a user expto perform and the information he needs in order to perform these duties andtasksit tells the user, "what to do" and where possible, "how to do it".
o Performance- oriented writing identifies a particular user audience. To writeperformance- oriented literature you start by identifying who you expect themajor user to he and the subject-related duties and tasks this user will perform.You then transiu-o your knowledge of the subject area into the information anddirections this user will need to learn and perform the duties and tasks youhave identified.
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;;riorinance-oriente,1 virUnI4 information N Gem the "hody or
1-tnowledVe" and 0G,Tarnzed to plaee major emphaSis Upon iLs application to
duty and task performance. It "talks" directly to the user, the duties and
tasks he IS expected to perform, and how he can perform them. As a result,
tvric.)rmance-oriented literature has creator relevance to a jo cilIa a oi ;oh
perl:ormanee setting than topic-oriented literature, The reader does not have
to strain the information he needs out of the general pot of knowledge and
then wwstle with the "so what should I do about it" question.
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EXAMPLES UP TOP1C-ORIENTED WRITING VERSUS
PLRFORMANCEORU:NTED WRITING

TerIC-OR MATED Vh-NTING

T APATITE II-A Topic Oh vipirl?;c,

+.11

tght rh,tAi ,F".!

L

VERSUS PERFORMANCE=ORIENTED WRITING

X AMPLE 38 PERTDP,II ,,,TACE.OPILNITD WRITING

NUTIE

NNk, [het th k f,tIA horpm, 1,11

121 glto Kinftll h,wihn,=.1 tank whi,h
thilw wh,thiwr Al;;; rhthling thr gar ,th-k refer,h,

thh FwElw At ferhierhe hih,ht hr th,N,4

thia th, ih,hth gr,h-
111 Oh= gth k At the ii hI wihih! with i hl.th

(hi rho F. With thi.. loth

CAUTION



EXAMPLE:

Topic-Oriented Elting Performance-Oriented Writing

.-lince the conventional round can lie
.o. htoinintifY vehicle or a moving ve=o

Mr!, 4110)1111,Ni mode, after acquiring a tar-
get the Ie r,ITIM1411(jer mutt i.vave directMns
Er, th,- rimer leifOr ir.. +lie initial tire mom-
mand If the vehicle comf.;..,:er desires to fire
front a heatIonAry vehicle. he announces DRIVER
;;TOP. If the vehicle COMITIMICIer denifeh to con-
tinue moving while firing he announces STA-
BILIZED. and then ihatieh the tire command.

( hi Acquires target. nihileft directions to
driver. ehilfinifeh range to target issues an initial
fife cOrtlintinfi. And lays gun launcher for three-
turn

Ifl When the gunner announces IDEN-
TIFIED. vehicle commander releases control of
turret lee gunner and takes up a position to of
serve fire It-Then firing conventional ammunition,
the vehicle coml.-Winder should brace himself
ItgainAt reaction of the vehicle to shock
+lured by tiring, After initial shock, the vehicle
commander may take up his binocular and at-
terript to sense the round if the target is beyond
I,;:nn meters, If the target is nearer than 1,200
meters, the vehicle commander should attempt
to sense the round without aid of rt binocular.

(d) Adjusts fire as necessary.
() Terminate N e.ngagement by announc-

ing (EASE FIRE or TARGET--C'EASE FIRE.

o Ft, ex ample (if v check

(r4551 ARMORED RECONNA=ANCE/AIRBORNE
ASSAULT VEHICLE, ARWAVI

cREw nu ms nvioN(i TARGET F.NoAta-:-
NIENT

DuLltqi of the ye curt minder
Go The vehicle commander picks a target.
Ihi Ile decides whether to fire with the

vehicle moving or stupts.A. If he
fire while the vehicle e.

stopped, he DRIVER STOP. If
he wants to fire while the vehicle i.
moving, he s-ayr, STABILIZED.

murnats the range to the WWI.,
and KWh a life eriffitininfi: Then he
lays the gun/launcher for direction.

Id) When the gunner 5/US IDENTIFIED,
the vehicle commander gives control
of the turret to him.

le) The vehicle commander gets in plam
to watch the fire. Ile must brace him-
self against the shock that firing
mak(-.; in the vehicle. After the shock,
he tries to Sefige the round. Ile may
use his binoculars if the target in morn
than 1200 meters away.

(f) Ile adjusts fire net ,dc-d.

(g) lie says CEASE FIRE Of TARGET-
CEASE FIRE to end the firing.

CS like when youll l IVU checked your writing
for performance-oriented style, see page Note Section 3, number 2.
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HOP: C I Lin p iu,to

write ,graph, you should make sure that
clearly, Don't let your writing become vague vordy,
aj Avoid Writing Which Is Too \;tigue

\ passage is vague when it lacks proper su di points and

out

secondary points are run together as if they were equally impimportant The
reader must handle several "equal" details rather than a few main points
together with the information which supports each of them. The pa ige
lacks needed emphasis.

For Example:

Vague iting

c. Crew Dutieg
(1) Vehicle commander,

(co Since the conventional round can
la. final from a 5t,1110tiiiiry vehicle or B 111()Ving
vehicle in the stabilized mode, after acquiring a
target the vehicle commander tort Lssue dgral-
tioris to the driver before issuing the initial fire
command. if the vehicle commander desires to
fire from a cmtionary vehicle, he announces
DRIVER STOP, If the vehicle commander denims
to continue moving while firing he rinnciunrim
sTAFITLIzEt and then ISA UM the tire

Clear Writing

GREW DUTIES DURING TARGET
ENGAGEMENT

Duties of the vehicle zoitimander
fa) The vehicle commander picks a target,
(hl Fie decideim whether to fire with the

vehicle moving or stopped. If hr waits
to fire while the vehicle is stopriffl, he
Imys DRIVER STOP, If he want; to fire
while the vehicle o moving, he _rays
STABILIZED,



whir11 Has Too Much 1" Mail

much detail is usually the result of
of w to no particular user at all, Write Lo your prim
him all intonnation that he needs to perform his joh, Leave of
ittitt17`tIlit

For Example:

Too Much Detail

igAiveral thwked vehicles are air transom,
Me, Tracked vehicles are usually moving long
deaances by being transported rather than by
proceeding under their own power. Instructions
for loading ;stretur t ion provided in
the technical manuals of ale 10-500 series. Rad
mowin,nt i3 probably umtl most. In continental
United States, the Arsocbition of Arnencan Rail-
roads has a standard loading plan that specifies
the minimum lashing and blocking for each type
vehicle. Since there are different maximum
requirements among the different rail line-s the
-neatest agent will have been consulted for pm-tit:-
Mari when vehicles are to be loaded on railroad
cars. Each unit usually becomes responsible for
loading- its own vehiclesit is nirtvaary that you
ham how your vehicle must be loaded: The tech,
meal marina] for inch type vehicle loves the
minimum requirements of the Array for loading
and lashing the vehicle. -Those requirements
it tally (lowly parallel those of the railroad hnes.
If you are familiar with the requirements in the
technical manual it will be very ewy to adapt to
any additional requir ments of the rail line

Concise

e. Moving long distances. Tracked vehicles
fire not usually driven long distances_ Instead,
they are moved by rail or by air. Each unit loads
ita own vehicles so you nerd to know liow to
load your vehicle and tie it down. You will find
this information in the technical manual for your
vehicle. 1,41-= it. If you need to you can add to
this haste information the requirements of the
railroad line or of the particular type of aircraft.

Give

o For example of -hat ID Checklist looks like when have checked what main
points in the text are ern siz.ed, see page L-8. Note Section 3. number 3.
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How do 1 devet o idecn QT?

o When you write a series of paramphs or passno,Q., v,.1conlusmg is yuu do not clearly develop and sequence yiDur roam point:-

Avoid Redunda B Paragrapbs
When you think that you axe making two different points, be sure that oneisn't really a restatement of the other. If it is, you would do better tocombine the two.

For Example:

Redundant

AalLenruas ahmAd be locatrsd on hills ov
rounding terrain and junstle gowth,

oultin

Antennae should be located as high u poasible when the
antenna site '1.1 located directly behind an intervening tewadn
meek. If feasible, tie the radio set to the top of a Gee and
op to it from that location by remote control, Shen
tilting of en antenna away from the direction of the actantstation will help to bresch en obatscle.

Antennas should not be located in ram valley__s or
between helgwi or Warbles of high jungle growth.

T

Concise

Height or antenna. If you can, place Linenrias on hills or
other high spots. The signal will then pass through loss
jungle growth and have e greater range. Never mace your
antenna in deep narrow valleys. When the growth or terrain
is very close, place the antenna as high up es you can. Tie
the radio set to the top of a tree if possible, and run it by
remote control.



k "3.---;33:atkorod

I]tilt.rt'nt iorma tion Rout Loy ,;313f3 117-33
not .3;3.31-33t.i.ortii throutThout. diffor,,n3 1-333-r,3!

Example of ca tered Information

t *anon.n

refers to poot

r.!!!..!! car.!.

refers to fire.
refers to m.motions,

reters to iso tins.

refers to weapons

The remial lader' responsibilities. during the
preparation of Lh position inc -lude:

Goordinating with crown and gunner=. of
ell vimaponn he-iited th siiu!di area.

Supervising the preparam
-ioreoning the preparation of rang,

include assi&ting in the estimation of ranges to
-t tesgain teatusei,

d) Insurmi3 prov-ision for delivery of fern^
ditions ini,lode

improvised procedure5 for iflivery of gazul,
automatic= prearrangoi gnade

launcher fires.

WI Supervising the clearing of filda
(t) supei-gising the preparation of

mentary positions.

I g inspecting position&
camounwe overhead covers are nut

Insuring Mat all weapons have their
battlesig,t setting and are operative, ano that adequate
ammunition in available and distributed.

I) Preparing ft sketch in duplicate of the
or oi fire, showing prominent landmarks or

ain urea and the ranges !!! therm Ile gives one
rketrh to the platoon keeps one copy
for htmeel

insure that

refer= to rangy rank.

o For sample of what the Checklist looks like when you have checked that
is are developed clearly, see page L-8. Note Section 3, number 4.
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Hot aoto a at ,L to.'unat?

Avoid a Run-Together Format
A ogetizer format is a solid mass of print, The reader cannot easily s4-..anlie cannot easily identity and lift out to ,ep:rate points. The solution to a run-together format is to break the text up into visual "chunks" which group theinformation logically. Proper visual chunking lets the reader scan and identify
the separate points easily,

For Example:

Run-Together Format

h. Reoccupation of Position. n the
firing position is to be reoccupied, white tape
suetchod between 'the two wound stakes to
facilitate alignment of the tank's right or left
track With the shielded lighLi on the aiming
stakci turned on, the gun is toversito to the angle
of the aiming stakes and the tank iv Moved
forward adjacent to the tape (rig i4 =1. The
gunner controls the final positioning of the tank
by observing through his sight until the far light
appem to be above and in line with the near
light at which time the tank Ia halted. The gunner
then. using the resetter knob on the azimuth
indicator, indexes the pre - recorded deflection to
the aiming stakes. The tank B now positioned to
that the range yard data can he ovid to

Clear Ftrmat

h. flow to Moue into a Marked Position
II) Crewman stretch

between the two wound stakes to help po
the tank's track.

(2) They_ anent on the lights on the two
aiming stakes.

(3) The winner moves the turret W the
angle of the aiming stakes.

(4) The driver tank up next
to the tape.

(5) The tinter stops the tank when the
gunner steal the ha light above the near light, and
ri line with a.

05) The gli,',F1,!T risen the revetter knot
on the azimuth indicator to index the pre-
recorded deflection to the lighted aiming stakes.

CO The tank is now in poaition to %lac
the range card data.

For examl le of what ID Checklist looks like when you have checked t.
is clearly developed, see page L -8. Note Section 3, number 5.
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How do I Loa tip,.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

,-L(.2 -1,
It

, ;lc{

Select the 150 word passage from connected discourse. Do not use this
formula to check unconnected statements. It's best to start counting
words at the beginning of a parairaph or section,

2) Counting the Words

Words include numbers, letters, symbols, and groups of 10,, that art'
surrounqed by white spaces. Hyphenated words and contractions are
counted as one word. As an example, each of the s counted
as one word: "couldn't", "F.O.B.", "i.e.", 2,008" "second-grade",

3) Counting no Syllables

Count syllables the way the word is pronounced: such as "row" has one
syllable, "mention" has two. With symbols and figures the syllables are
known by the way they are normally read aloud, such as, one syllable for
("cents"), three for R.F.D. ("are-elf-dee"), and four for 1918 (" "Hint,;. --
eighteen"). When in doubt about syllables, consult a dictionary.

NOTE: An important thing to remember using the formula for
a quality control check is to not write to the formula. Your writing
should he directed to the student, not the formula. The formula serves
as a guide for the reading difficulty level of material you hove written
and not the material you are getting ready to write.

I



SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

wards in

STEP I

raraital or ori,

fit p.1,-.410`

ITO

STEP 2

b the nun

STEP 3

tha u,ailt (rum

hi obtain the riling gradi. irval

r
.tion iti(t71)(,- G.
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In order for the Instructional Systems Development process to work effectively
it is imperative that there be forward and backward communication between the
people involved in the process. At some time or other you have probably com-
plained about the input that has been provided to you. Sometimes, you may have
had to do work thvt, should have been performed in previous steps.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BACK
TO APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN BE
MADE TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN TIIE END PRODUCT.

In your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development pro
you may have discovered additional information that. you think may be useful to
people who will he working in steps that follow this one. If so, it is equally
important that you pass this information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEMS Dl VELOPMF.:NT PROCESS IS CRI'FICAL FOR EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SUCCESSFUL MISSION
A CCOM P LIS I WENT.

O A col >y ctf the ISD COORDINATION SHEET can he found at the hack of this
manual. Make sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individual you
wish to communicate withplus copies for your records.

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy
individual and attach one copy to the Instruction Settings Seh.c7tion Package
(1St{ Sheets).
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JOB AID FOR

VALIDATING INSTRUCTION

ISO 111.5

Manual

This is the 13th in a series of ISD Job Aids for use in instructional design and
development, This volume is to be used as a supplement to the primary document,
"Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD IlL5 Validating Instruction," The
flowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples, and references
provided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchart document, requestit from your supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, "he/she," the terms,
"he," "him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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Va idate Lc,-ti.o 1 J o b Aid abo
GOAL

Validation is the process by which instructional material (course, module, lesson,etc.) is tested and revised until you are reasonably sure it teaches what you wantit to teach. The purpose of this job aid is to provide the procedures for con-ducting validation trials.

There are two types of validation trials described in this job aid. They are
1, Individual Validation TrialsOne trainee at a time evaluates the

effectiveness of the instruction to identify major "bugs" in the
instructional material. After one or more individual evaluation trials,needed revisions in the-instruction are made. Individual Validation
Trials continue until all major "bugs" have been identified andcorectecE

2. Group Validation TrialsThe instructional material is administeredto a group of representative trainees to identify any problems (bugs)not identified in the Individual Validation Trials. Again, necessaryrevisions are made in the instruction.

0 OBJECTIVES

1. Given the appropriate directions_ validate a proposed unit of instruction.
Given the appropriate worksheets and instruction on how to fill them out,document:

a. the number of subjects used
b. the type of validation used
c. the type of revisions needed any), for all validation trials.



PRODUCT

This job aid will result in a completed Instruction Validation Recording Sheet for
both Individual Validation Trials (IVR Sheet = Indiv,) Group Validation
Trials (IVR Sheet - Grp.)

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN VALIDATING INSTRUCTION

Step 1, Select trainee for Individual Evaluation Trial

Step 2. Identify and record major "bugs" in instructional material

Step 3. Determine whether another trainee should evaluate the instructional
material before any revisions are made

Step 4, Repeat Steps 1 thru 3 until all major "bugs have been identified
Step 5. Record needed revisions

Step 6. Make revisions in instructional material

Step 7. Determine if additional Individual Validation Trials) are needed. If
so, repeat Steps 1 thru 6 as necessary.

Step S. Repeat entire process for Group Validation Trials

WORKSHEETS USED

The Tabl( on page M-57 and M-58 show a completed Instruction Validation Recording
Sheet for both individual and group evaluation.

M.5
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he flowcharts on pages :\,1-i-.37 and N1-.,)8 show the steps in the use of the JobSr Validating In8truction, The flowchart will he useful to you in gettinga clear picture of the overall process used in this job aid. A more completelydcscrhit d ho J U 1 prf,wided Ul ISI) 111.5 Job Aids: Descriptive AuthoringFlor.-c_ha_rtj, (Validating- InsLyu(tion).
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DEFINITION

Vididati n is the latik-
instructi nal progr_

t'LLt_

i

It is a f,ioct that i-_-- the probability of st implements of
i,rugrtnr by IFYING, and (LARIF\ its
slat and siructure tftifore the Kt used to the cli-lss

WHY VALIDATE:

Alter all your hard work you want to be sure that your pr ,s_rn works. You
can increase the chances of having a succesrr,il prog-ram of instruction by
Irving it our !)near tt implementation (ISD, Paase V), Thus, you have the
opportunity Cn r your program until it achieves what you want it to
achieve,

WHEN TO VALIDATE:

l tau cart try out in truct material ttt al of the follow !)dints:

After developing the first sequence
2) After developing an entire module
at After developing the overall design of the material

developing the entire program

It is 1, to start the validation process early in instructi
validation can occur at any of the points listed above,

13

p
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WHAT IS It_PORTANT

The important Leant ut v lielation is that 1_,EDBACK is obtained from aclosely observeil truing, het() tut iri LrUct 011Z11 pn7gri:1111 1."-j taken into theclassroont

HOW DOES VALIDATIOI HELP:

validation process t,,n bet
thr

eliminate l,rr,},lems that may occur in

yLARITY or your progi is maximized by making sure that:
a) the langaLwe and reading level is geared to the level of the traineefor whom the program is intend
bi the instructions are precise
c) the material is logical and sequenti;31

the sentence structure is correct and meaningful.

IN'rER_EsT LEVEL of the student is determined
dc_pk the material arouse curiositygam atten

hi iloos it e. ruse boredom, or apathy, or disintere

PRESp:NTATIONAL FORM
al is it appropriate and well liacec

need to improve visuals, diagrams, charts?
does instructional sequence cover too much, or not enough,
around for this level?
are more or less foodtuwk/rein ors neede
ire tests too easy/difficult?

M-10
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111,11 Ith,C,

r()I:R.tiE J
Hvel Cnr which RI, ins

on 1 tfujcit:Aloo,

ccitLat'?

NI) ;DRILL LINEL (lt i tt<ttiot is t
IctIonal iumerial is 1>e_iig (level

INSTRI:C!TION UNDER DEVELOP:,1ENT may he n entir rnmlIt sson, etc. duo. you It can contam more than one piece
Instructional material=

0 1 NSTRI VTION IWIN(I VA DATED may he only one Instructtwtterial slide-tape) from the entire course, module, etc. that is being
is vc )ed. Sometimes, however. Instruction Under 1)evelonment and Instruct:lit ng lated l tilt same thing.

INDIVIDUAL VALWAION refurs to the srietifi
Vi.)11 vandal 111!..1 III thi time. \kith:11 an individual trial, inure than one
trainee shotild h used to evaluate the material before revisions are made.

framee would he ti.;ted 1)11 the material individually in order to will
miormation Oil \vhai kinds of revisions are necessary. This vould comt

Nit I. After re-vision: Tcmade. new trainees may it
tested on the nutteriil lia!gain, they would tested individually) ad n lie\
e

v
rvisions would he indicated. This NV011id L'Onstitute ..Jii\ WENTh,' W(11.11d lit LThILIFILN,q1 1111ti1 y01.1 decided that no more useful
information 10111(1 it 01,-)Lained frini further individuil

her vav tam h king at du,- is

Trait- y
ranire

Trainee
etc.

Trull No
Trame( 1
Trainee
Trainee

ramee
etc.

Trial No

let.
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IDUCTli g-3 INDIVIDUAL EVALUATIONS:

1 ) During the individual evaluation of instru i Jo trainee isclosely observed as he uses the rn rial. Wherever -the Irani has difficultyins uncertain, this ca.. fully noted, oven it ncerns onlyteaching point. If the trainee has trouble understanding or applyingrule or principle, more than likely he will have difficulty in accomplish-ing the behavior to which that rule or principle applies-

During the process of validation, it is very important that both the instruc=tional materials developer and the trainee understand their roles in the
process. You should explain to the trainee that he is not being evaluated,but the system is. Trainees need to be urged to participate actively andrespond as required. It is through the feL.,dbitek pr -vicled by the traineethat you can determini, the adequacy of tic ;11,, lional materials. You
must remember i!-!;11_ the failure of the trainee to ierfoian competently atthis stzige i relleH ion on the instrui ticu Intl is I ihe trainee,

After traine has c oinlileled for t instruction and the ern Tic
examination, hi should be encouraged to discuss any areas in which :leexperience(' difficulty. Several individual evaluations should be condo, icclbefore onv significant changes are modi.

LSE OF INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION RESULTS:

,n certain error patterns occur during successive evaluations, it is an incicaLionthat revision is necessary. For example, if several trainees fail to meet thestandard of performance established for a particular criterion objective, theinstruction loading to that objective needs to be analyzed and revised. If theinstructional unit has to L revised significantly, it would be best to ,onduct oneor more individual evaluations to check the results of the modifications. However,rf the instructional sequence is basically sound and requires only minor-tthanges, agroup volidation ein be started. ((group Vali(Lition is discussed later in the mi_inual,
M.14
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may be used to ,b a. various type.-:; of infor-

VALIDATION ETHODS:

Toe: To 3,m3 win
in the valic proc(

There ire

froi

The A decision to r,-",1 u

he Rmeeswhoare being used as subjects

d p s of tests:
1) Entry tests
21 Protests

Posttests
« d§ meourse tests

or incorrect test responses indi he ossibilnv that instructional
m rial Gnotclear in particular areas. wncee hfotitem is referenced
io a particular element of a task, it is relatively easy identify the prob-
lem area.

Pry/posttest scores allow you to computetle leans %Rgin ahieve by
the material.

2) =,uestionnaires: To cone- dam on theefRd&enonof the format and

Z3)

content of the

.btostionnaires provide direct feedback from met any hose areas
which he feels need improvement.

ude Scalps: To collect data on thethe25mdesoftlet ainees toward
the instructional unit.

Attitude scales indicate whether or not le trainee was motivated
the instructional unit.

7



t) Interviews: Can he used instead of No. 2 (Questionnaires) and
(Attitude Scales) above,

Interviews provide axi open-ended format which allow the trainees to
eNpress themselves more fully. However, interviews are usually more
time consuming, than the other methods.

5) Ohservation: To collect data on those area of the instructional unit thatsewn to he confusing to the trainee.
Your observations are the most important element in this process because
your impressions rnay form the bzisis oe instructiornil revision.

M. 18
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INDIVIDUAL TRAINEE SAMPLING:

to O;LLLLCL

The individual trainee should he representat.ve or the intended target population.
The trainees selected for the purpose of -r.,:.Liclation should Call within the range
of aptitudes, prior knowledges, skills, and background of the typical tarrixt
population.

Those trainees who are selected should possess higher aptitudes within the
target population range. If they have trouble learning the material, then
obviously the material would he too clifficult for the less capable trainee. Also,
tho.- higher- aptitude trainee will he better able to point out weak areas in the
in.ytructional unit.

(Oli,u!.: L o:s 1 VIZ S1ic Dutivicittat took tale. when
.

So.c Ii Il, C "IfLaiitc_o_ iUt 1 a.s tkuct
s uc LL cc11 Ltd ikt?

Example:
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f r om I 1A

V (11' ,C,I.C__L(

of tt7e te's
materials rind the procedures. You must have a system for collecting and record
ing, the data so that decisions can he made based on the data. There is no point
in collecting particular data unless you intend to use it

Psually you will need data such as:
background information on the tra.
results of pretests, entry level tests, attitude measures, and within -cot
test items

CO!L

--ollect information about the trainees, the

( VP, FC hf

validator's comments to trainees
dj trainees' questions and remarks
e) length of time required on differ
f) results of posttest. and interviews

s of the instructional pro

o Guidelines for constructing validation recording forms:

Attitude scales:

A) Attitude scales arc used collect information about the inee's feeling_ s
toward the unit, of instruction. The following are examples of the type Of
question that you may want to inciude:
1) Did the activity help the trainee achieve t.hc c`ritcrion on the

learning objective?
2) Did the trainee learn skills that he expected to tlse c, e7 the job?

What did the trainee think about the activity's: a) level of difficul
10 vocabulary level, c) pace, d) etc.?
Did the trainee think that the activity was intere :stint;?
Did the trainee feel pressured?
Would the trainee prefer a different type of instruction?
Did the trainee think that the material was clearly presented?

M-21



B a g ieral § m3. redo oui bee

1) the items arc: woy, manner thin

the choicciii provide for positive, n
along the scales. For example:

This activity was:

Too Simple Average

!%2

and neutral p

Too Ilard

range

the Items counter-balanced (the revering of positive and negative
poles o n e ach successive item) to avoid re ionSe sets (the tendency
to arbitrarily ch.c.ick off the same response when answering list
of questions)

both the trainee anc the Scorer are I-

positive and which are negative.

Trainee background information:
Examples of background information t
trainee Mdtide the following:

1) Trainee's name
2) Trainee's grade
3) Highest level of lueamn
1) Time in sorNice
5) Trainee's MCS
6) Time in MOS
7) Title of present job
8) ETC,

M-22
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Data gathered through ohs rvation:

You are the most important part of the observation nrccess. Your
tl- of what you see when the trainee is engaged in the learning activities,
become the data on which your decisions will he based. The following are
some suggestions of what to look for when observing a trainee:

1) How long does it take the trainee to complete the task?
2) Does one particular area of the instructional unit

a stumbling block to the trainee's progress?
(3) Does the trainee's attention seem to v.-nric:- icating areas that

may tae boring or too difficult?
What problems did the trainee encounter using the material.

seem to present

stance, were instructions easily understood?
ETC.

tilts of writtei tests:

For

Besides looking at how many items were passed and how many were failed, it
is important to look at tests results to see whether incorrect responses seem
to group around one particular area of the instructional unit. That is, did the
trainees consistently answer incorrectly the material dealing with one or two
particular points, This information would indicate an area of the instructional
unit that you may want to consider revising.

Data from interviews:

The same type of infc,rmatic ii as was obtained through attitude scales
may he gained through face- 0-face interviews with the trainee. Both
techniques have their advantages and disadvantages,

The -advantage of an interview is that the trainee can answer your questions
in an open -ended style. He can give as much information as he wishes
without the constraints of space provided on a pap,.

3) This open -ended style of answering questions may then lead you to think
of other questions you want to ask,

M-23



In omerai, the follov:ing guidelines should no followed when con=
onstructing validating recording forms:

Don't use terms or ask questions about topics that your
respondent will not know about.

2) Nlake sure tha:= any answer the rsponilcnI. :flakes Will have a
clear meaning to you.

3) -Don't ask people to make undesir,,.ie choices.
1) Don'L load your resplcnts by wording tlw item they viii

know what answers you want,
5) Make the item and the choices short, and use simple words.
6) Make certain th item clearly specifies what you want the

respondent to do,
7) Don't ask respondents to do several things in one item.
R) Don't ask for several kinds of information in one item.
9) Don't use tricky wording, especially double negatives,

10) Don't ask for fine distinctions, unless you know they will he
meaningful to your respondents.

11) Don't word your question in such a way that the lance (-.!'
responses will unavoidably he in one direction (loading).

12) Be sure yo answers are worded so that someone who disagrees
with you in find an answer pwsenting his side of the issue.

M-24
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0 WHO PRESENTS THE MATERIAL:

Nlaten may he presented h' validation per!-onnel or hy course instruimrs.
It .prosented by course instructors, their oliervations of the trainee's poi-torn-l-ance can become an important part of ,..he valid Hon pr() If you
presenting the material, you should plan to re(!orci your observations, Ifcourse instrift'tGr,-; ar the rh ou should ri-cord their
oh:--,ervations.

WHERE MATERIAL IS PRESENTED:

On an individual evaluation, material may he presentM any piaci, that is both
convenient and has the proper oquipment. This may he your offtee Or the
actual site where (,'001st instruction vill take place te.0 clasq-oomi.

HOW MUCH MATERIAL SHOULD RE PRESENTED:

on the first indiodual troil. pre,.ent all of the material to he valiated. Onsutisequent ono revisions have heel, made., you may vant to presentonly those parts of he instructional maierml that has loin
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WILL tup otc l_qotwttion might OH th 7V1
Shet lackviduaZ, Sectica ii, Lccf

Information gamod from the validation process a recordod. FAaniples a I ha
kind of Information that should he rocorded
a) art...as of difficulty in understanding instructional ituderia!--e.(4.. tIn vooqhu-lary loyal Was too high for trainees.
h) arias of difficulty in the way the material was presentecl---e.g., the pacewas tno fast.

(:omments of trail-leas' that. load v(3u t( believo that rovisions should
he made---e,,!=, the motcrial seonted to he

cl) TC.

What does 1VR Shea 7Hrla)iduae ,Cook Uke thj
,Ite,:SUZt4S 0 the evataatoiL CL( ito_co'Ldo,d
.action IT, atock

Example7

InSitACTIficl

Bit 3.e,
WA fry Uttsr,

rc PAFj le,ps
ty;

g V
16104. Lgr

Oka

Ociv ic I. 6

2 7/14,-r.
CQ E'd

011,t
EL
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town judviriti-alt bEicome"; very Important her. 'rho dee on 10 ase
o I iore revisions iire made should lie has,i(1 on wii,:_-ither or not von see

pattern to the types of respcolsi:s you ;ire getting. Onceap3lwo 1111S Ill-t.T1

CS931Zilled 11.1'., you are il.:ittig just about the information froiT
iduali you can egin to Gm,torovounotmdwmc Usually AS trainees

-I sample.

o Don't m%w,vonart working with "law of diminishing' returns." That is,
most G n will he obtained from the first few trainees. The results
obtain -tin testing many more ad yomglQ3,m meyoolhe worth the
i me and effort that R involved.



to Vlik 24

What doe IVR Shat individuat, Sectim Ill took
,tike whoil "No Rovi.6,ion s Needed" ,_16 Ucoltded?

Example:

Al r e,Vt`',1
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f rom Hoff k. 22

(Chg_t: do o I 1!Ti7, I;d Lch_t2-3J1 r_0(_:( C11.

Wiltnaltli o ;f_) LL CA cid !LC. co

SeIcti_oit Ili?
Example:



from block 74

tu Lflok 23

it do 1VR ShPet Zook Zika whcla date
kevizion Lo omptoted -tcco,frLdc=d in Se_Eti_on III?

Ex armAw

M-31
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H (t,' l9 i (-10 co;un c ctcc

2_LIP d"?

iltv, whether mdonu
a, @dwIlGES ,d on a!I considerations as:

m%d#6n Fri- I

the pre «o us Individual Validation Trial indici. 22 my r _isions were
needed, then additional Individual Validation Trials are not n-wdd.

The p_ e-= va6d:diet:1 trial may have I a hug which tog
immediate correction. d r, you didn't even get through all the mate
In this situation you would need an additional Individual Validation Tr_ I

A large number of revisions have been made as a result of the previous
validation trial. You will probably want to have an additional Individual
Validation Trial to determine thhu you have not introduced new "probli_aus
as a result of the revisions,

in doubt,

M-32
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from block 28

Ar1,1
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from block 29

r, ,1. irrnesluI

to block 32

*11WNOMVAP14111%
4IV p 1 I

idaine4 /should be o Zowec 1 conducting
tion coing gAoup evatuation?

CONDUCTING GROUP EVALUATIONS:

The reason for trying out instruction on a group of trainees is to determine
now that portion of the instructional system functions under conditions
similar to the actual classroom situation. Too, it is more economical to
gather data concerning the effectiveness of instruction from groups than
it is from individuals. Therefore, validation trials are expanded to groups of
trainees as soon as satisfactory results are obtained with individual trials.
At this point in validation, time becomes a factor. It is not sufficient that
a trainee learns the material in an instructional sequence; the trainee must also
complete it within a reasonable period of time. Therefore, in a group trial,
the time needed by each trainee to complete an instructional unit should be
tabulated in addition to recording the accuracy of trainee responses.
Some effort should be male to establish the maximum number of trials the
trainee would be permitted in order to reach criterion performance. Trainees
who are allowed continuous trials and still do not attain success become frus-
trated and agitated. These behavioral reactions do not complement the training
effort. A remedial program with a new approach or smaller steps may well
be the alternative.

a USE OF GROUP EVALUATION RESULTS:

The group trial should be a success because of the nature of the pro-
cedures for individual trials. It is likely that any instructional changes
will be minor. As in the individual trials, if a segment of instruction
undergoes a significant revision, another group of trainees should
be given the modified instruction until additional data is gathered and final
revisions are made.

This cycle of teaching, testing, analyzing, and modifying is continued until it
is proven that the trainees can perform to the level specified in the standards
for the objectives.
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from block 31

Compigle I UI

11,0), Sheol ti,111,

(151H 51,1.1 QttrtO

to block 33

!;i1,1 (i10141, ,

IV IF Sheo

What doQS 10tAuction VaZidation Sheat G!Loup

(1VR Sheet ap) Zook Zia. when Section I
hu been compZeted?

Example:

150 III 5 Valiclato In5tructioo

INSTRUCTION VALIDATION RECORDING SHEET GROUP

SECTiLA I counu b(SCIviiirnoN

M./. 1 CPR

FLCIIFIN Ii ryALLJATION5 AU (1,,,ipf,
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from block 32

GROUP Th,
1,4i,otiA
Liv.ng trNeAi

to block 34

111,11,1AF Peg.ms th!(i,m,p V,iialAton
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from block 33

14
L___

Receli1.:SL) Peu*
ColielEtfing hewenue
15eetiun u *1,,ek A
lV ;tEE.

TO Work 35

f!!,**e,We we beht.

1.,1,1t1.,1q Mt.

What do eA I VR Sheet Gv took Lae when peAzonna
co nductLng evaluat,Con ha been ku:i/t.ded in
Section IT, Bt.° ciz A?

Example:

ISD Validate Instruction

INSTRULIO VALIDATION RECORDIA SHEET - GROUP

OVA 5I! Gfp)

SECTiON I COURSE DEEE,PEICIN

MOS T-s p 2.

SECT,ON EVALUATIuTrYVE_gROUPS Of TRAINEES
7

FC

A ISO Pe,
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trom blo,:k 34

gettcf gecititl VA1,1tgto
kietlittlgt II It VIII

IlII
1.,,tittAbott

tt1tg4 P-
PH tilleitt City;

to block 36

rt.,. Jithtt,,tr. tmItioditt.tted 11 ti,tutt the At ttit
P11,111.ot

iegt

VIII 111141111411111114 1141 Ii II it It,g,t1,1i1.,,n,
t t ,1,11.11 tt111,ts v t,,.

What doe 4 WIZ Sheet ap _took Zike when
vatf_dation method(6) have been teccoLded in
Sec-Uon 12, Btoak 5?

Examp!e:

[SD III V.41datt11 Instruction

INSTRUCTION VALIDATION RECORDING SHEET GROUP

(IV!! She! Gfpl

a

51E11()N II Ey/ALUM-MN% gy GROUPS--

_5f7c.. Mar is
tttqtt#t,t
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from block 35

re/NM/H..1d rolaup to
A Lima 6

L,0001 t,airlara 0401

aeattad al 10Clat
amalenta I Rye 1 al 0

Ikal.on II. 810ak C.
1VR Mell G191

to block 37

1

How do I chooze a oarlAte o6 ttainc_ez to
conduct a gAoup taiaZ vaidation?

GROUP TRAINEE SAMPLING;

The trainees selected for this phase of validation should also represen
target population. The selections should include an even distri
average, and high aptitude trainees.

Up to this point, the success of the system may have been a result of limiting
trainee sampling to those with the higher aptitudes. Nov you need to see if
the same instruction is just as efficient in teaching trainees with lesser ability.
Trainees with lower aptitudes should he able to accomplish the assigned
learning tasks, though it may take them longer to complete the sequence.
complete the sequence.

ion of low,

Wha does IVR Sheet 0,19. Zook &Jae when Section 11
Stock C, "Ttainee4 and In4tAtietionaZ Petzonnet
Wed 6ot Evataation" iz 6ated in?

Example:
ISD III .5 Validate Iontrue,

INSTRUCTION VALIDATION RECORDING SHEET GROUP

ftV41 Shoal Gtol

11CTION I f,,Y11131 DESCpPTION

Cr,,.. MOS T., y3 P

ogie.,F Fp.

%CTifjti II [VALUATI ONS 9.` GROUPS 101 1110111.1E

_SF c 01 tic To.,6-
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frun talock 36

trve wo,e

tlf,111,

to Hock

Al V

How do wtepa)Le Uct, d oil aco
( VR Foitins ) iiois guckp 01) az,btee,6:-

M-40

Fo _

The guidelines given on pages \1 -21 through M 21 of this manual for iring;
VIt Forms for individual trainees iiiso iipply to groups of traine,_:s.

0 In addition, you will probably want to e a form that enable you to
see at a glance which areas of the unit of instruction are causing difficulty for

ur group. This would probably take the form of a summary table. It would
need to convey the following types of information

11 Trainees' responses
2) Number of trainees m- ir particular response
3) Number of questions

Numbcfr of trainees pass g each question
Number of trainees constituting each group

6) ETC.



For Example:

6

a4TA SUPPLARY

vlY PIght

Wir4188

P4rtRipdpt mama Parti,Ip4Mt Partlpipant Tota)

TOTAL

'With reTsp-P
8.,,tinnt (Slide)

4;+

51

7

4
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from block 37

prvitott itttot,ittittit
mji, tot to titotto

to block 39

a MelhuM,re 150,150,7
Imrt

111/1.11111,..1 fqI

Wit- ac
-tto nab

M.42

do Z co Lc e -tn pit. 5 en- ing in./5 titlic-
enAl e &ming gao up vat,Lda-tZon .t La 3?

For administration of Group Validation Trials you should duplic
instructional situation as nearly as possible.
1, Use instructional personnel who will normally give this pa

Use the actual instructional setting ( classroom, lab, et
Have all equipment, tools, etc.

To the extent possible have available all au,
slides, displays, etc.).

e ac

ary material ha douts,

uction.

The personnel conducting the validation trial (you) should try to maintain alow profile. You do not want to influence the outcome of the validation trial.
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from block 40

Rio/1 1-1,11iut

II WO U
IVU Gfol

to Work 42

What does IVR Sheet Gap. took -Eike when ae/satt's
o6 evatuation aiLe mx_chtded SectLon II Btock D?

Example:

Str.fiCA I COtalSt. PCSCIIIPTION

Mti P

EftPC _Ft;.

COON II (VALtJ4r!V Y C.11rwis; OF fIiaiNF(5

V h..
3r4 httrrog
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irc rn block 41

Defeini3OA000,,,wi
UNOUNaNvediNIIN.

I.Oriabon

to block 43

How do I d _etimine an add on g,Loup evatuation
06 the in6ttuctionat matetLat i4 needed be6me
tevizion4 ate made?

In general, you should follow the same guidance as was given for Individual
Validation Trials (page M-28), Usually you will not require very many Group
Validation Trials before a revision is made. Consider the following:

If a problem is disclosed that effect a large percentage of the trainee
group you can be fairly certain that this is indeed a problem for the typical
trainee. You would not need additional Group Validation Trials to con
firm the existance of the problem.

If only a few trainees in the group have a specific problem with the instruc-tion you might want to consider having the instruction administered toanother group to determine that revisions are indeed called for.

M



om t40(-24 42

What doe,s IV SILLL Gkp. Zook -_i!tle when "no
A.evi,61_ needed" Lo kecoftded in Secon TIT?

E rn pie:

NON 5t;.,imAllVU!

No f-C L,g4 3i 0,, 5 P7 ate= d
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001-11 b!.tck,

to block: 50

What dcie,5 IVR Sheet took Uke when the date
cu,;;;J-L.Lt,

in SectLon III?

Exam pie:

fIfl sul& flLVIilriN PC0111.1FP
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process
new z is simdar to that

it is rope: Ai, in part, here.

ChiLt ' c/,!1_0

-mining
mina(

Soap alidation trial
ValidatIOn Trial= C 0111,a'

Generally, the decision as e to wh_heradmHmglGmg,Vald:
needed will be based on such considerations as:

a. II the irevious Group Validation Trial inclicatrd that no cwgm» were
needed n additional Group Validation Trials are not needed,
The previous validation trial may have disclosed "bug" which required
im -diate correction. bm,you didn't even get through the entire material
In this situation you would need to have an additional Group Validation
Thal.

A large number orwQQonshaveben made as aresul the previous
va'idation trial. You will probably want to have an additional Group
Validation Trial to d3Jminem #yoeh enotGamGidnew "pr6gems
asa -ult of the revisions.
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00_0 p,"_.1). WOltaii,2 j,!--1 -171-1C,

:5 .5 tarn,,S dCA,1 Et() pA.0 ce,-..s how do I ,frLeao±t

0 In order for the Ins

the people involved in the process. At some time or other you have prohably
complained about the input that has been provided to you, Sometimes, you may
have had to work that should have been performed in previous steps.

_lanai Systems Development process to work effective
tl-t there he ff--)rward rind coramualc:.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED TII1S INFORMATION BACK
TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN IiF

DE TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

In your research for this step of the instructional Systems Development process
you may have discovered additional information that you think may be useful
LO people who will be working in steps that follow this one. If so, it is equally
important that you pass this information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROC.ESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTIONAL D_EVELOPMENT FOR SUCCESSFUL MISSION-
ACCOMPLISHMENT'.
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